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Einleitung

Einleitung in
Information & Data Science in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft
Information & Data Science – Eine globale Herausforderung
Die digitale Transformation ist eine der größten Herausforderungen für Wissenschaft, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft zu Beginn des 21. Jahrhunderts. Sie bietet enorme Chancen in nahezu allen Bereichen des Lebens –
innovative Formen von Arbeit und Zusammenleben, völlig neuartige Plattformen für Handel und Wissenschaft,
ungeahnte Möglichkeiten für die Medizin, revolutionäre Ansätze für Netzwerke der Energieversorgung, zukunftsweisende Verfahren für Klimaschutz und vieles mehr.
Im Kern der digitalen Transformation steht die Wertschöpfungs- und Erkenntniskette „von Daten zu Wissen zu
Innovation“. Dies ist auch die entscheidende Herausforderung in allen wissenschaftlichen Disziplinen, welche
die Grundlagen für den gesellschaftlichen Fortschritt der Zukunft bereiten.
Damit Deutschland diese Entwicklung mitgestalten und daran partizipieren kann, sind ambitionierte, mutige
und zukunftsweisende Schritte erforderlich. Die Verbindung von Informatik, Mathematik, Statistik, Sensortechnologie, Simulation und datenintensivem Rechnen mit anspruchsvollen Anwendungsfeldern aus dem breiten Spektrum der Natur- und Ingenieurswissenschaften, der Medizin sowie den Geistes- und Sozialwissenschaften wird ein dynamischer Motor des Innovations- und Forschungsstandortes Deutschland sein. Diese
innovativen Verbindungen werden völlig neue wissenschaftliche Erkenntnisse mit erheblichen Mehrwerten für
Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft hervorbringen.
Deutschland hat im Feld der Hochtechnologien mit großem transformativem Potenzial eine sehr gute Ausgangsposition im weltweiten Vergleich. Um diese Position zu halten und auszubauen, sind neben gesamtgesellschaftlichen Anstrengungen auch völlig neuartige Ansätze im Wissenschaftssystem erforderlich.

Information & Data Science in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft
Die Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft Deutscher Forschungszentren leistet Beiträge zur Lösung großer und drängender Fragen von Gesellschaft, Wissenschaft und Wirtschaft durch interdisziplinäre, wissenschaftliche Spitzenleistungen in sechs Forschungsbereichen: Energie, Erde und Umwelt, Gesundheit, Schlüsseltechnologien,
Materie sowie Luftfahrt, Raumfahrt und Verkehr. Sie ist mit über 39.000 Mitarbeiterinnen und Mitarbeiter in
18 Forschungszentren die größte Wissenschaftsorganisation Deutschlands.
Als Forschungsorganisation, die sich zum Ziel gesetzt hat große und aktuelle gesellschaftliche Herausforderungen zu adressieren, hat die Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft in den letzten Jahrzehnten ein enormes Kompetenzportfolio im Bereich Information & Data Science aufgebaut: auf Gebieten wie Informationsverarbeitung, Big
Data, Datenalyse, Simulation, Modellierung, Bioinformatik, bildgebenden Verfahren, Forschungsdaten-Management, High Performance Computing, Robotik, technischen sowie biologischen Informationssystemen und
vielen weiteren zukunftsweisenden Technologien. Wie kaum eine andere Forschungsorganisation verfügt sie
über einen exponentiell wachsenden Schatz von Big Data.
Die Helmholtz-Zentren und Forschungsbereiche haben auch eine herausragende Ausgangsposition für eine
erfolgreiche, synergetische Verbindung der Kompetenzen: als Betreiber großer Forschungsinfrastrukturen
(beispielsweise Satellitenmissionen oder Großanlagen der Kern- und Teilchenphysik), als Anwender von Supercomputing der neuesten Generation sowie als Kompetenzträger für komplexe Simulationen (beispielsweise
umfangreicher Erd- und Klimamodelle, virtuelles Materialdesign und Systembiologie). Sie sind daher auch
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schon seit Langem mit dem gesamten Data-Lifecycle vertraut: der Forschungsplanung, dem Erheben, der
Handhabung und Pflege, dem Analysieren, dem Auswerten und der Nutzbarmachung sehr großer und komplexer Datenmengen. An allen Standorten und in allen Einzeldisziplinen gibt es teilweise weltweit führende
Ansätze und herausragende Methodenkompetenz – aber gerade auch in ihrem Zusammenspiel ergeben sich
ungeahnte Möglichkeiten.
Darauf aufbauend und darüber hinausgehend verstärkt die Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft im hochaktuellen Themenfeld Information & Data Science die eigene Kompetenz, schafft Synergien in der Forschungslandschaft, greift
die Entwicklungen im nationalen, europäischen und internationalen Kontext auf und setzt neue disruptive
Ansätze um. Neben der Stärkung der Einzeldisziplinen mit modernsten daten- und informationswissenschaftlichen Methoden ist es erklärtes Ziel, das Thema Information & Data Science auf Gemeinschaftsebene
disziplinübergreifend voranzutreiben.
Die Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft adressiert das komplexe Themenfeld Information & Data Science auf allen Ebenen:
•• Es hat hohe Priorität in der Agenda des Präsidenten.
•• Helmholtz-Zentren und Forschungsbereiche berücksichtigen in ihren jeweiligen Strategien das große
Potenzial dieses Themenfeldes.
•• Im Rahmen der Neuausrichtung der Forschungsbereiche wird der bisherige Forschungsbereich Schlüsseltechnologien in einen neuen Forschungsbereich Information weiterentwickelt.
•• Die Gemeinschaft errichtete mehrere neue Institute zu Simulations- und Datentechnologien und Cybersicherheit und plant aktuell die Aufnahme eines neuen Helmholtz-Zentrums für Informationssicherheit
am Standort Saarbrücken.
•• Wissenschaftlicher Nachwuchs wird in diesem Bereich auf neuen Wegen und in großer Zahl in einem
neuen Netzwerk regionaler Helmholtz Information & Data Science Schools (HIDSS) ausgebildet.
•• Der von der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft initiierte Helmholtz-Inkubator Information & Data Science potenziert die einzelnen Initiativen als ein neuartiger, gemeinschaftsweiter Think-Tank und Zukunftsmotor.
•• Durch Ihre intensive Interaktion mit nationalen und internationalen Partnern leistet Helmholtz auch entscheidende Beiträge zu Initiativen wie der Nationalen Forschungsdaten Infrastruktur (NFDI) und zu internationalen Allianzen im Forschungsdatenmanagement

Der Helmholtz-Inkubator Information & Data Science
Der Helmholtz-Inkubator Information & Data Science wurde im Juni 2016 vom Präsidenten der HelmholtzGemeinschaft ins Leben gerufen, um die vielfältige, dezentrale Expertise der Gemeinschaft im weiten Themenfeld Information & Data Science intelligent zusammenzuführen und zu potenzieren.
Dazu haben alle Helmholtz-Zentren je zwei hochkarätige Wissenschaftlerinnen und Wissenschaftler in den
Helmholtz-Inkubator entsandt. Diese 36 Fachleute vertreten zusammen eine enorme fachliche Breite und decken viele innovative Kompetenzen ab. Unterstützt werden sie durch ausgewiesene Expertinnen und Experten
aus forschenden Unternehmen und namhaften Forschungseinrichtungen sowie mehreren Beratungsunternehmen. Begleitet wird der Helmholtz-Inkubator von der Geschäftsstelle der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft.
Der Helmholtz-Inkubator integriert bestehende, zukunftsweisende Initiativen der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft
durch einen gemeinschaftsweiten Bottom-up-Prozess. Die regelmäßige Zusammenführung und Verdichtung
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der Expertise der Helmholtz-Zentren ermöglicht die visionäre Gestaltung des Themas Information & Data
Science über die Grenzen von Zentren und Forschungsbereichen hinaus. Dabei geht der Helmholtz-Inkubator
völlig neue Wege, um das Zukunftsfeld dynamisch, umfangreich und fachübergreifend durch Setzung strategischer Schwerpunkte zu gestalten.
Der Helmholtz-Inkubator verfolgt derzeit folgende Ziele:
•• die regelmäßige Interaktion kreativer Köpfe aus der gesamten Gemeinschaft,
•• die Schaffung von Grundlagen für innovative, interdisziplinäre Netzwerke und Ansätze,
•• die Identifizierung zukunftsweisender Themenfelder und disruptiver Pilotprojekte,
•• die Planung und Begleitung von langfristig angelegten und gemeinschaftsweiten Plattformen.
Der Helmholtz-Inkubator hat innerhalb der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft eine hohe Dynamik entfaltet, zahlreiche
Impulse mit großer thematischer Breite formuliert, vielfältigen Austausch zwischen Digitalisierungsexpertinnen und -experten aus allen Domänen ermöglicht und so einen tiefgehenden Strategieprozess eingeleitet, der
in dieser Form und in diesem Umfang einmalig im deutschen Wissenschaftssystem ist.
Über 150 beteiligte Wissenschaftlerinnen und Wissenschaftler, davon 36 Vertreterinnen und Vertreter des
Helmholtz-Inkubators, sowie 10 externe Beraterinnen und Berater (u.a. IBM, SAP, Trumpf, Blue Yonder, Gauß-Allianz) haben sich in den letzten zwei Jahren im Rahmen von über 35 Workshops und AG-Treffen diesem großen
Themenkomplex gewidmet. Auch die Vorstände der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft haben sich in einem dedizierten
Workshop mit den strategischen Überlegungen des Helmholtz-Inkubators auseinandergesetzt. Nach Schätzungen der Geschäftsstelle sind bis heute über 25.000 Personenstunden Arbeit in diesen Prozess geflossen.

Der bisherige Prozess
Der Helmholtz-Inkubator trat im Oktober 2016 zu seinem ersten, zweitägigen Workshop zusammen und diskutierte das Thema Information & Data Science offen und uneingeschränkt; jedes Zentrum lieferte Impulse
aus seiner jeweiligen Sicht.
Obwohl zu Beginn des Prozesses die Schaffung von Konsortien zur Bearbeitung von Pilotprojekten im Vordergrund stand, formulierten die Expertinnen und Experten die klare Empfehlung, dass die Entwicklung von
dauerhaften, strukturellen Aktivitäten im Themenbereich Information & Data Science auf einigen Teilgebieten
auf Gemeinschaftsebene notwendig sei — zusätzlich zu neuen Impulsen durch Pilotprojekte.
Die Vertreterinnen und Vertreter erörterten die zentralen Herausforderungen der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft
auf Ebene der gesamten Gemeinschaft. Die identifizierten Themen wurden umfassend mit allgemeinen forschungspolitischen Initiativen der Allianz-Organisationen und Vorstellungen der Zuwendungsgeber sowie
internationalen Entwicklungen abgeglichen. Zusätzlich wurde der Helmholtz-Inkubator dabei von führenden
externen Expertinnen und Experten im Thema Information & Data Science beraten.
Die Vorschläge zu gemeinschaftsweit zu bearbeitenden Themenfeldern wurden im Frühjahr 2017 in mehreren
fokussierten Arbeitsgruppen des Helmholtz-Inkubators konkretisiert. Die Arbeitsgruppen setzen sich aus den
Inkubator-Mitgliedern zusammen, die sich spezifisch in diesem Thema einbringen wollen; weitere mit den
Themen befasste Expertinnen und Experten der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft nahmen beratend an den Sitzungen
der Arbeitsgruppen teil. Die Ergebnisse der Arbeitsgruppen wurden in einem Inkubator-Workshop mit allen
Vertreterinnen und Vertretern des Helmholtz-Inkubators und externen Expertinnen und Experten im Mai 2017
diskutiert und weiter geschärft.
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Aus den diskutierten Themenvorschlägen wurden diejenigen Themen weiter verfolgt, von denen gemeinschaftsweite Mehrwerte und ein erhebliches Entwicklungspotenzial erwartet werden konnten. Der Helmholtz-Inkubator identifizierte so fünf Themenkomplexe, die er der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft zur langfristigen
Verfolgung durch die Etablierung von fünf dedizierten Plattformen vorschlug.
Die Vorstände der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft haben sich in einer außerordentlichen, fachlichen Sitzung im
September 2017 eingehend mit diesen fünf Plattform-Ansätzen befasst. Zu allen Themen wurden inhaltliche
und strukturelle Leitplanken für eine detaillierte Konzepterstellung formuliert. Auf der Mitgliederversammlung haben sie diese zur detaillierten Ausarbeitung durch den Helmholtz-Inkubator und seiner Arbeitsgruppen
empfohlen, um eine potenzielle Umsetzung ab September 2018 vorzubereiten. Die Mitgliederversammlung
forderte die Geschäftsstelle dazu auf, die AGs bei der Ausgestaltung von Governance und Finanzierungsfragen
zu unterstützen.
Die Ergebnisse des Vorstandsworkshop Information & Data Science und der Mitgliederversammlung wurden
anschließend dem Senat der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft übermittelt.
Die Arbeitsgruppen des Helmholtz-Inkubators haben darauf folgend ab Oktober 2017 die weitere Konkretisierung der Themen vorgenommen. Die Inkubator-Vertreter der Zentren wurden nochmals aufgefordert, spezialisierte Fachleute in die jeweiligen AGs zu entsenden; so wurde themenspezifisch ein noch höheres Maß an
Expertise aufgebaut.
Die Arbeitsgruppen haben zur weiteren Ausarbeitung der Konzepte Berichterstatter bestimmt. Zur Unterstützung der Arbeitsgruppen und Berichterstatter wurden pro Themenfeld zwei Referenten eingestellt; hierfür
stellte der Präsident Mittel aus dem Impuls- und Vernetzungsfonds bereit. Die AGs bildeten folgende Teams:
•• Arbeitsgruppe wissenschaftlicher Nachwuchs: vertreten durch die Berichterstatter Achim Streit (KIT)
und Uwe Konrad (HZDR), 28 Mitarbeitende, unterstützt durch die Projektreferentin Susan Trinitz.
Erarbeitetes Konzept: Helmholtz Information & Data Science Academy (HIDA).
•• Arbeitsgruppe Mehrwerte aus Forschungsdaten durch Metadaten: vertreten durch die Berichterstatter
Rainer Stotzka (KIT), Kirsten Elger (GFZ) und Frank Ückert (DKFZ), 27 Mitarbeitende, unterstützt durch
die Projektreferentinnen Nanette Rißler-Pipka und Rumyana Proynova. Erarbeitetes Konzept: Helmholtz
Metadata Center (HMC).
•• Arbeitsgruppe Basistechnologien und grundlegende Dienste: vertreten durch die Berichterstatter Ants
Finke (HZB), Volker Gülzow (DESY) und Uwe Konrad (HZDR), 36 Mitarbeitende, unterstützt durch die
Projektreferenten Knut Sander und Tobias Frust. Erarbeitetes Konzept: Helmholtz Infrastructure for Federated ICT Services (HIFIS).
•• Arbeitsgruppe bildgebende Verfahren (Imaging): vertreten durch die Berichterstatter Christian Schroer
(DESY) und Wolfgang zu Castell (HMGU), 44 Mitarbeitende, unterstützt durch die Projektreferenten Alexander Pichler und Murali Sukumaran. Erarbeitetes Konzept: Helmholtz Imaging Platform (HIP).
•• Arbeitsgruppe Künstliche Intelligenz und Maschinelles Lernen: vertreten durch die Berichterstatter Fabian Theis (HMGU) und Katrin Amunts (FZJ), 45 Mitarbeitende, unterstützt durch die Projektreferentinnen Susanne Wenzel und Angela Jurik-Zeiller. Erarbeitetes Konzept: Helmholtz Artificial Intelligence
Cooperation Unit (HAICU).
Im März 2018 fand der vierte Inkubator-Workshop statt. Hier wurden die bis zu diesem Zeitpunkt erarbeiteten
Konzeptentwürfe präsentiert und weiterentwickelt. Dabei wurden die Inkubator-Vertreter erneut von ausge-
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wiesenen externen Expertinnen und Experten unterstützt. Die Ergebnisse des Inkubator-Workshops wurden
im Anschluss in den jeweiligen Arbeitsgruppen umgesetzt und die Konzepte von den Arbeitsgruppen finalisiert. Flankierend fanden individuelle Gespräche aller Berichterstatter mit der Geschäftsführerin der Helmholtz-Geschäftsstelle zu Fragen der Governance und Finanzierung statt.
Nach Fertigstellung der Konzepte durch die Arbeitsgruppen und Berichterstatter wurden diese im Juli 2018
allen offiziellen Inkubator-Vertretern übergeben. Der Helmholtz-Inkubator empfiehlt den Vorständen der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft die vorliegenden fünf Konzepte zur nachhaltigen und gemeinschaftsweiten Umsetzung.
Die Vorstände der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft können nun im Rahmen der Mitgliederversammlung im September 2018 über die Umsetzung und Finanzierung jedes Plattform-Konzepts befinden. Die Vorstände bestimmen
außerdem für jedes genehmigte Konzept, welche Helmholtz-Zentren die Plattformen zum Nutzen der gesamten Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft tragen sollen oder definieren ein Verfahren zur Verortung der Plattformen.
Die wichtigsten Prozessschritte der vergangenen zwei Jahre sind in Abbildung E.1 schematisch dargestellt.
Helmholtz-Inkubator &
Inkubator Workshops

Inkubator-Arbeitsgruppen

Gremien
Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft

Juni 2016: Start des Inkubator-Prozesses

Okt. 2016: Workshop I
Kick-Off
Dez. 2016: Workshop II
Pilotprojekte

Der Inkubator-Prozess

Mai 2017: Workshop III
Themen für Plattformen

Frühjahr bis Herbst 2017:
AGs zu Plattformen
Juni 2017: Auswahl Pilotprojekte
Sept. 2017:
Vorstandsworkshop und
MV zu Plattformen

Ab Sept. 2017: Entwicklung gemeinschaftsweiter Plattformen gem. Wünschen der MV
Nov. 2017: Ausschreibung Helmholtz Information & Data Science Schools (HIDSS)
März 2018: Workshop IV
Gemeinschaftsweite
Plattformen
Juli 2018: Empfehlung
der Plattformen durch
den Helmholtz-Inkubator

Bis Juli 2018:
Ausarbeitung und
Finalisierung der Konzepte
für Plattformen in fünf AGs

Sept. 2018: Auswahl HIDSS
Herbst 2018:
Inkubator-Konferenz
zur Vorbereitung der
2. Runde Pilotprojekte

Sept. 2018:
Befassung und Beschluss
bezüglich der
Plattformen auf MV

Winter 2018: Ausschreibung 2. Runde Pilotprojekte
Ab Winter 2018:
Start der HIDSS & ggf. Helmholtz Information & Data Science Academy (HIDA)
sowie Ausschreibung und Implementierung der beschlossenen Plattformen

Abbildung E.1:

Die wichtigsten Schritte des Inkubator-Prozesses der vergangenen zwei Jahre.
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Summary

1		Summary in German and English	
1.1	Zusammenfassung
Der Helmholtz-Inkubator plant, im Bereich ‘Information and Data Science’ interdisziplinäre Plattformen
für innovative Forschung zwischen allen Helmholtz-Zentren in Deutschland aufzubauen: Dabei wurden die
disruptiven Schlüsseltechnologien Künstliche Intelligenz (KI), Maschinelles Lernen (ML) und Deep Learning als
Bereiche identifiziert, die eine zentrale Rolle bei der Lösung zukunftsweisender Aufgaben in der gesamten
Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft haben. In diesem Papier wird ein Konzept für eine neue, dedizierte Einheit vorgeschlagen — die Helmholtz Artificial Intelligence Cooperation Unit (HAICU).
HAICU wird Verfahren der KI für Anwendungen über alle Helmholtz-Zentren hinweg entwickeln, umsetzen und
verbreiten. KI bezieht sich dabei auf rechnergestützte Methoden, die die Automatisierung intelligenten Verhaltens
und das Maschinelle Lernen adressieren. Obwohl die Anfänge der KI schon auf die 50er Jahren zurückgehen,
hat KI insbesondere im letzten Jahrzehnt, bedingt durch Fortschritte im Bereich des Computings, der zur
Verfügung stehenden Daten und der Algorithmen eine Reihe von Bereichen revolutioniert, wie bspw. Spracherkennung oder Computer Vision. KI und die zugrundeliegenden Technologien werden die meisten, wenn nicht
alle Disziplinen sowohl in der Industrie als auch in der Wissenschaft maßgeblich und nachhaltig beeinflussen.
KI wurde daher als einer der wichtigsten Investitionsbereiche in vielen Ländern identifiziert.
Die Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft strebt mit HAICU eine internationale Führungsposition in der angewandten KI an,
indem sie KI-basierte Methodiken mit Helmholtz’ einzigartigen Forschungsfragen und Datensätzen kombiniert.
HAICU wird (i) neue KI-Methoden entwickeln und implementieren, die durch konkrete Forschungsfragen
motiviert sind, und diese in Anwendungsfällen über mehrere Helmholtz-Zentren hinweg verwenden, (ii) KIMethoden für Nutzer in den verschiedenen Zentren anwendbar machen, neue Methoden in diesem Bereich verbreiten und ausbilden und (iii) Ähnlichkeiten zwischen Anwendungen über verschiedene Forschungsbereiche
hinweg identifizieren und Synergien entwickeln. Dabei baut HAICU auf die hohe Qualität und den großen
Umfang der Daten in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft, die sich durch ihre wissenschaftliche Einzigartigkeit, Qualität
und umfangreiche Dokumentation auszeichnen. HAICU wird in den verschiedenen Forschungsfeldern und
Zentren als Wegbereiter für angewandte KI-Forschungsaktivitäten praktische Wirkung entfalten und gleichzeitig methodische Stärken allen Helmholtz-Zentren zugutekommen lassen.
Wir schlagen vor, HAICU als „Rad-Speichen-Modell“ zu strukturieren, mit einer international sichtbaren, zentralen Einheit und einer starken Peripherie aus verschiedenen Helmholtz-Zentren. HAICUs zentrale Einheit
(HAICU Central) wird fünf Forschungsgruppen beherbergen, die sich mit den für die Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft
relevanten interdisziplinären Aspekten der KI befassen, sowie einem Zentren-übergreifenden wissenschaftlichen High Level Support Team (HLST) und dem Management. Die peripheren Einheiten, angesiedelt an
mehreren Helmholtz-Zentren, werden aus fünf weiteren HLSTs bestehen, die den Transfer der Expertise in den
unmittelbaren Forschungsbereich der jeweiligen Zentren und auch in die anderen Zentren sicherstellen, sowie
HAICU-Nachwuchsgruppen, die für Flexibilität in HAICUs wissenschaftlicher Ausrichtung und Strategie und für
die Förderung von Nachwuchsforschern sorgen. Sie werden dicht an den Helmholtz-relevanten Anwendungen
forschen, Methoden für den Einsatz in die Domänen übersetzen und dafür eng mit HAICU Central interagieren.
Die HLSTs werden den Anwendern einen hochgradigen Support bieten, der es ermöglicht, die Anstrengungen
flexibel, dynamisch und transparent auf die Bedürfnisse der verschiedenen Partner abzustimmen. Jedes
Helmholtz-Zentrum kann sich für wissenschaftliche HAICU-Projekte verschiedener Größe bewerben: kleinere
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Projekte (max. Laufzeit 6 Monate), die über die HSLTs durchgeführt werden, mittlere Projekte für die Dauer von
bis zu drei Jahren und langfristige Forschungsprojekte, die durch die Vergabe der HAICU Young Investigator
Groups umgesetzt werden und nach fünf Jahren wieder neu ausgerichtet werden können.
HAICU wird ein Helmholtz-weites Netzwerk für angewandte KI aufbauen. Ein internationales Besucherprogramm, international sichtbare Workshops und Hackathons sollen Methoden innerhalb der HelmholtzGemeinschaft und darüber hinaus verbreiten.
HAICU wird die Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft im Bereich der angewandten KI erheblich bereichern, Wissenschaftler
aller Zentren vernetzen, sie in der Bearbeitung ihrer konkreten Forschungsfragen aktiv unterstützen und damit
transdisziplinäre und disruptive Forschungsergebnisse erzeugen.

1.2	Summary
The ‘Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science’ initiative aims to build interdisciplinary platforms for
innovative research between all Helmholtz Centers in Germany. This initiative identified key areas of development, amongst others Artificial Intelligence (AI), including Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL). In
this proposal, we summarize the concept proposed by the AI working group of the Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science. We propose a concept for a new, dedicated unit that compiles, develops, fosters and
promotes applied AI and related methods nationwide across all Helmholtz Centers.
AI refers to the use of computation to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence. Although
having been emerged in the 50s already, AI has revolutionized a series of fields such as speech recognition or
computer vision in the last decade. It is broadly agreed that both in industry and science, AI and the underlying
technologies will impact most if not all disciplines and has therefore been identified as an area of investment
across many sites.
The ‘Helmholtz Artificial Intelligence Cooperation Unit’ (HAICU) aims to reach an international leadership
position in applied AI by combining AI-based analytics with Helmholtz’ unique research questions and data
sets. HAICU will (i) develop and implement novel AI methods, including contributions to the theoretical basis of
AI, motivated by concrete research questions and apply them in use cases across multiple Helmholtz Centers,
(ii) provide support for applied AI activities for users in the various Helmholtz Centers and disseminate emerging methods in the field, and (iii) identify and leverage similarities between applications across different
topics. In this regard, HAICU builds on the Helmholtz Association´s high quality and large data sets, characterized by their scientific uniqueness, quality and rich documentation. HAICU will have practical impact in the
research fields and Helmholtz Centers as an enabler of applied AI-based research activities, with the development and distribution of AI methods across all Helmholtz Centers.
We suggest to structure HAICU in a wheel-and-spoke model, with an interdisciplinary international visible central
unit and a strong applied periphery located at various Helmholtz Centers. HAICU will host a central unit,
consisting of five research groups, which will address interdisciplinary aspects of AI relevant to the Helmholtz
Association, as well as management and a cross-centre science support team. Peripheral units will consist of
five High Level Support Teams (HLST), which will ensure translation of expertise into the immediate research
domain of the respective Centers, and five HAICU Young Investigator Groups which will provide new scientific
topics and strategies, and promote young talents. The HLSTs will provide high-level support to AI users considering their different levels of expertise, which will allow to scale efforts according to the needs of the different
partners in a flexible, dynamic, and transparent way. Both HLSTs and Young Investigator Groups will get close
to applications, translate methods and interact with HAICU Central.
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Each Helmholtz Center is invited to apply for scientific HAICU projects of different scopes. Small projects
(max. runtime 6 months), implemented via the HSLTs, medium projects for the duration of up to three years,
and long-term research projects that will be implemented by awarding the HAICU Young Investigator Groups,
which will be re-tendered again after five years.
HAICU aims to implement a Helmholtz-wide network for applied AI. An international visitor program, internationally visible workshops, and hackathons will be implemented, intended to disseminate methods across
the Helmholtz Association and beyond.
To summarize, HAICU will significantly enrich Helmholtz in terms of applied AI. It will bring together scientists
from all centers, provide support in their needs and thereby will foster transdisciplinary and ground-breaking
research.

2		 Introduction
2.1

Background

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has established itself as a highly relevant disruptive technology over the last years,
both in science as well as industry (Hassabis 2017; Ledford 2017; Russell 2017; Silver et al. 2017). The European Commission has recognized AI´s significance and will boost its investments in artificial intelligence by
about 70 percent to 1.5 billion € by 2020 to catch up with Asia and the United States, which are currently
each investing at least three times more than Europe. In 2016 for example, European private investments in
AI totaled around 2.4-3.2 billion €, compared to Asia’s almost 10 billion € and America’s 18 billion € (European Commission 2018). The European Commission intends total private and public investment in AI to reach
at least 20 billion € by the end of 2020 to ensure this important field retains competitiveness and does not
face brain drain (Europäische Kommission 2018). Several European countries have also set up own programs
and funding: France, for example, will invest 1.5 billion € in AI research and innovation by 2022, as part of
a national strategy to create networks of AI research institutes in four or five places across the country
(France24 2018). In the U.K., a Parliament report from April 2018 urged the government to help the country
become an AI leader (Authority of the House of Lords 2018). Also, in April 2018, 25 European countries signed
a statement of principles, in which governments agreed to work together on AI and to consider AI research
funding ‘as a matter of priority’ (European Commission and Council 2018).
The German Government also agreed in its coalition agreement to push developments in AI
(Bundesregierung 2018a). Federal Minister of Education and Research Anja Karliczek decided to support
four competence centers for Machine Learning (ML) in Berlin, Dortmund/St. Augustin, München and Tübingen
with about 30 million € (BMBF 2018). Most recently the German Government announced to publish the
national strategy for AI by November 2018. For that the German Government passed a key issues paper
(Bundesregierung 2018b) proposing to attract and retain AI experts in Germany, increased research and innovation funding, and expand infrastructure expansion.
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A range of national and international universities as well as research facilities set up data science programs,
including the Deutsche Forschungszentrum für Künstliche Intelligenz GmbH (DFKI), Max Planck Institute for
Intelligent Systems, University of Toronto (Vector Institute 2018), and Universities of New York, Washington
and Berkley (Moore-Sloan Data Science Environment 2018) and MIT Computer Science & Artificial Intelligence
Lab (CSAIL). Moreover, the Max Planck Society and the Helmholtz Association offer a data science graduate
school to attract excellent students and researchers in this field.
The Helmholtz Association, as the biggest science organization in Germany, with its broad range of research
fields, unique research questions, amazing collections of research data, and centers all around the country has
now the unique opportunity to act as a pioneer in the field of AI by combining different domain-specific experts
with method-oriented experts. This will provide a truly unifying context, which will bring together under the
same structure ground-breaking new methodology developments with a large spectrum of application fields.

2.2	Motivation for an AI Unit Implementation in the
Helmholtz Association
Based on the large amount of unique data acquired from the Helmholtz Association´s large scale facilities, its
outstanding research infrastructure, and the already existing domain-specific but distributed methodological
strengths in AI, we aim to build an interdisciplinary platform for innovative research between all Helmholtz
Centers — the Helmholtz Artificial Intelligence Cooperation Unit (HAICU). HAICU will build on the current AI
strengths in the Helmholtz Association, to foster interactions between the centers as well as with strategic
academic partners, and push future topics of information and data science in order to enable the Helmholtz
Association to take a pioneering role in the field of information and data science.
We believe that HAICU will help shaping the Helmholtz Association to become a driver for applied AI, to cope
with big data and research problems through a substantial and coordinated effort of all centers. Successfully implemented, HAICU will strengthen the Helmholtz Association´s national and international visibility in applied AI
and provide opportunities for cooperations with new external partners from universities, research institutions,
but also industry. For this, HAICU will attract excellent experts, nationally and internationally, to build up new
junior and senior research groups inside the Helmholtz Association. It will create a network of German applied
AI research with attractive partners worldwide to develop future-oriented, interdisciplinary research fields.
This way HAICU will become an excellent scientific network for applied AI working across disciplines that are
relevant in the Helmholtz Association.

2.3

AI State of the Art in the Helmholtz Association and
Potential Application Areas

The Helmholtz Association identified the rapidly developing field of digital data processing and complex data
analysis as one of the biggest challenges for the science system, and, thus, for the Helmholtz Association.
The Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science as an innovation platform across all research fields and
Helmholtz Centers has already funded pilot projects covering ground-breaking research areas:
The Helmholtz Analytics Framework (HAF) aims on the development of common tools and methods for data
analysis, e.g., the predictions of solar power, approximation of aircraft models, data mining in volumetric
images, neuroscience, and structural biology. It implements a successful cooperation across centers, namely
DLR, DESY, DKFZ, FZJ, KIT and HMGU (HAF 2018; FZJ 2017).
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Sparse2Big connects HMGU, DZNE, DKFZ, FZJ, GFZ/HPI, HZI, MDC and UFZ. It aims on imputation and fusion
for massive sparse data and the development of novel computational approaches initially for the efficient analysis of single cell genomics data and remote sensing. Afterwards, the developed ideas will be translated to
other research fields.
Reduced Complexity Models (RedMod) connects the research fields Earth and Environment (HZG, GEOMAR,
GFZ, UFZ), Energy (IPP, FZJ), Health (HZI) and Aeronautics, Space and Transport (DLR). The project brings
together existing but distributed expertise at the involved centers to address three key challenges for the
transformation from data to knowledge, these are (i) uncertainty quantification, (ii) the development of fast
surrogate models and (iii) the identification of key parameters and dependencies in complex systems. The
project focuses on the development of transferable techniques and, among others, also includes ML.
Further Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science pilot projects are Automated Scientific Discovery
(IPP, DLR), and Imaging at the Limit (DESY, HMGU, DZNE, HZDR). All of them enforce transdisciplinary cooperations among multiple research fields and Helmholtz Centers.
Within the frame of the Helmholtz Association´s cross-program activities, the Earth System Knowledge Platform (ESKP) GFZ, HZG, AWI, GEOMAR, DLR, FZJ, KIT and UFZ collaborate in providing fast and comprehensive,
but also well-grounded background information in cases of events, such as natural hazards or environmental
risks, or slowly progressive processes such as the climate change (ESKP 2018). Another Helmholtz initiative
that HAICU will naturally link to is the Digital Earth Project. It connects all eight centers within the research
field Earth and Environment and aims at a better integration of data and knowledge from the different earth
science disciplines and earth compartments.
In preparation of the presented concept for HAICU, the project referees recently visited researchers from
almost all Helmholtz Centers, except two centers, of which one was contacted by phone. Furthermore, a video
conference, a physical meeting at FZJ, bilateral meetings, and further email communication and phone calls
ensured a close collaboration between a broad range of Helmholtz Association data science researchers from
all domains and (almost) all centers. As an outcome of these intensive discussions and visits, we are able to
provide a broad overview of existing expertise in the field of AI and the needs the researchers expressed.
Table 1 and 2 (Sections 9.1 and 9.2) summarize expertise and needs (not necessarily comprehensive).
Table 1 also lists the high impact papers of Helmholtz Association researchers that have been published in
specific topics.
In sum, there is a strong expertise in AI, ML and DL over all research domains and Helmholtz Centers (Table 1).
Especially in classical ML and Data Mining methods, a broad experience over all research fields can be proven by a large amount of high impact papers. Also, in DL, which is comparably new in the field, expertise is
already available in almost all Helmholtz Centers. This represents an excellent starting point for knowledge
transfer and transdisciplinary collaboration. As expected, the fields of simulation and model-based approaches are also covered in the Helmholtz Association. Finally, also a recent research task in AI, coupling datadriven approaches as ML and DL, with explicit prior knowledge in terms of model-based approaches, is already
addressed in a couple of Helmholtz Association research groups.
In contrast to existing expertise, researchers identified which topics necessitate further development and support. Table 2 (Section 9.2) lists methodological needs researchers requested. Topics that repeatedly occur
are: DL, explainable AI, coupling data-driven approaches with explicit prior knowledge in terms of modelbased approaches, scalable and distributed ML and DL in extreme-scale computing, uncertainty quantification,
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quality control of ML models and real time parameter tuning, time series analysis, data fusion, efficient
learning strategies and learning from sparse data. These are topics which should be addressed on HAICU’s
research portfolio. Those which are currently of highest interest are listed as potential topics for HAICU
Central’s research groups, see Section 4.
The goal of HAICU is to provide the necessary links between the existing expertise (Table 1) and needs
(Table 2), as well as to increase the volume of AI research per-se. HAICU will address the researcher’s
requirement for missing links within the Helmholtz Association, and their demand for an increasing, especially
transdisciplinary knowledge transfer as well as more possibilities for educating young researchers in the
rapidly changing fields of AI.
In many domains researchers cope with legal barriers in terms of data sharing, open access and open data.
Making progress in these issues at least within the Helmholtz Association will be one step forward and is
essentially needed for real collaborative working across centers and research fields. Finally, in order to ensure all possibilities of collaborative working, basic tools like cloud service, cloud storages, communication
channels, etc., working across the whole Helmholtz Association, are essential.

Status Quo and Exemplary Use Cases from the Past
As lighthouse projects for recent advances in AI in the Helmholtz Association we would like to highlight a few
exemplary achievements:
•• Researchers at the HMGU Institute of Computational Biology together with colleagues from ETH Zürich
have developed a deep learning algorithm that is trained with millions of image patches of single blood
cells. Using the algorithm, they can predict the fate of a blood stem cell, the cell type it will differentiate
into, up to three generations before conventionally used surface markers (Buggenthin et al. 2017).
•• In particle physics a highlight of the ATLAS and CMS experimental program involving large amounts of
data, where researchers from DESY are involved, was the identification of very rare events in the measurement of Higgs boson processes, in association with top quarks. The identification of those events was
only possible with advanced ML and DL based data selection methods and therefore can be regarded as
a triumph of ML (ATLAS Collaboration 2018; CMS Collaboration 2018).
•• In Neuroscience, researchers from FZJ use AI, especially DL methods, to support the development of the
digital 3D atlas of the brain by automatically annotating different areas of the brain. It also helps to create
maps that indicate the probability that a given area of the brain is found in a specific location in the
brain. Furthermore, rules about the connectional organization of the brain are being extracted that may
have the potential to be translated to artificial neural networks. These successes significantly enhance
science’s ability to better understand the structure and function of the human brain (NVIDIA 2017). The
investigations are part of workflows utilizing supercomputers at Jülich’s Supercomputing Center, in order
to cope with the massive amounts of data and computational efforts of highly resolved brain sections.
•• In space physics plasmaspheric modelling is important for GPS navigation and satellite charging. Researchers from GFZ were able to automatically infer the electron number density from plasma wave measurements using ML methods given solar wind and geomagnetic parameters and location information.
In the following, they were able to combine these with point measurements into a global plasmaspheric
model (Zhelavskaya et al. 2016; Zhelavskaya et al. 2017).
•• Researchers at IPP have recently developed (in collaboration with colleagues in the U.S.) neural network
(NN) accelerated models for predicting the radial density and temperature profiles in magnetically con-
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fined fusion plasmas (Meneghini et al. 2017). With a speed-up of more than three orders of magnitude
over traditional methods, these NN models can be used for real-time control applications which have
been identified in a recent study by the DOE of the U.S. (FESAC 2018) as a ‘First Tier Transformative
Enabling Capability’.
•• Researchers from the DKFZ together with the Neuropathology Department of the Heidelberg University
applied ML methods to identify molecular distinct brain tumour entities by analysing DNA-methylation
data and established a DNA-methylation-based classification of central nervous system tumours. They
trained a ML classifier that greatly improved precision in routine diagnostics of thousands of prospectively
diagnosed brain tumours and provide an online classification tool that is widely used by neuropathologists around the globe (Capper et al. 2018).
•• Researchers from DKFZ also showed how advanced imaging and ML technologies can help to avoid
many control biopsies following suspicious findings from mammography screening. They combined diffusion-weighted MR imaging with intelligent image analysis and ML methods to detect malignant changes in tissues and thereby were able to reduce the number of false positive detections in the study group
by 70 percent. In sum they reached an accuracy which is comparable with the reliability of MRI methods
that use contrast agents (EurekAlert! 2018; Bickelhaupt et al. 2018).
•• Researchers at the MDC used ML to identify immune infiltration in tumours from histological images
(Yuan et al. 2012) and developed novel ML techniques to infer the evolutionary history of cancer in the
patient from genome-wide profiles of somatic aberrations (Schwarz et al. 2014; Schwarz et al. 2015).
By applying these techniques, they could demonstrate ongoing selection and convergent evolution in
the genomes of patients across thousands of clinical samples (Jamal-Hanjani et al. 2017; Turajlic et al.
2018) and trace early evolutionary events from circulating tumour DNA with broad applications for early
detection and intervention (Abbosh et al. 2017).
•• Other groups at the MDC are at the forefront of applying ML in ground-breaking applications for genomics and gene regulatory networks. They allow for the most comprehensive direct identification of translated mRNAs (Calviello et al. 2016), showed the first 3D reconstruction of gene expression in an animal
model based on single cell genomic (Karaiskos et al. 2017), and develop ML approaches for first-in-class
reconstruction of ultra-high resolution images from light and EM microscopy (Preibisch et al. 2014).
•• A team of researchers from GEOMAR together with international partners applied ML methods to deep
sea image and hydro-acoustic data to assess marine mineral resources. The results highlight the high
spatial diversity in the mineral resource distribution, show strong links between the resource and the
associated fauna and for the first time enable a direct and quantifiable observation of the anthropogenic
impact in the deep sea (Peukert et al. 2018). Another GEOMAR team developed a novel clustering-based
method for spatio-temporal analysis of ocean observations to separate the natural variability from sampling uncertainty which enabled mapping previously unknown ocean current systems (Koszalka et al.
2011). A unique evolutionary optimization algorithm helped to tune the parameters of biogeochemical
ocean models to better understand the de-oxygenation of the oceans under a warming climate (Kriest
et al. 2017).
•• Coastal research offers a broad range of applications for ML. Novel approaches were presented at HZG
combining advanced Earth System Modelling and observations through ML based data assimilation
(Wahle et al., 2016). Current efforts in the frame of the Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science
project RedMod focus on the application of ML to reconstruct regional climate in high resolution on
centennial time scales enabling cutting edge research.
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•• Researchers from DLR are pioneers on deep learning in remote sensing and earth observation (Zhu
et al., 2017). General challenges include very limited and noisy annotated data, integration of domain
expertise into deep learning models, five-dimensional data (x-y-z-t- ) and interpretable and quantitative
AI. They have developed tailored deep nets for a variety of remote sensing problems, such as hyperspectral
image analysis (Ghamisi et al., 2016, Mou et al., 2017a), scene interpretation of space videos (Mou et al.,
2017b), multimodal data fusion with a particular focus on SAR and optical fusion (Hu et al., 2017, Hughes et
al., 2018), geo-information extraction from social media data (Kang et al., 2018), and very high resolution
scene interpretation (Mou and Zhu, 2018).
Helmholtz Centers cooperate mostly within their research field. They are densely connected within their
domain (international research institutions, universities, industry), but less strong connected across domains.
HAICU will function as an essential connector for more cross-domain cooperations.
During our discussion with different researchers we already identified parallel developments in different
domains and therefore potential synergies for knowledge transfer and future collaborations.
Table A 1 summarizes existing expertise in different fields of AI and ML. This already highlights similar theoretical and practical expertise in the same fields. As practical examples we identified the following ideas: ML
methods for detecting and counting manganese nodule in deep sea images is similarly applicable on cells in
histological brain sections, and vice versa. Similarly, DL methods used for clustering of plankton are applicable
to clinical data, such as single cells, potentially in order to detect cancer cells, and vice versa. Finally, methods
from medical x-ray tomography for the sake of cancer diagnosis might be transferred to cracks in materials.
The Helmholtz Centers also have platforms that show that there is high demand for concepts like HAICU. For
example, the Helmholtz Zentrum München has a variety of core facilities that are used for support, teaching
and consultancy. Examples include the biostatistics core facility, which has been steadily increasing since its
inception, and a newly established Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) bioinformatics core facility, which was
established in accordance with POF recommendation and shows high demand of the institutes and great success. Similarly, the Berlin Institute of Medical Systems Biology (BIMSB) at the MDC established several platforms working as High Level Support Teams (HLST) at its start in 2009, including a Scientific Bioinformatics
Platform (MDC 2018) that offers consultancy, training in Bioinformatics and Machine Learning, and providing
assistance in projects. Another example for such a structure is the National Analysis Facility (NAF) of DESY
used for Computing by all German institutes involved in `Heads of the Particle Physics Division` (HEP); part of
NAF are computing schools and user support done by the IT department for ML. DKFZ has established core
structures in the area of genome informatics, medical imaging and medical informatics that support research
groups and clinical applications. Simulation Laboratories (SimLabs) at FZJ and KIT provide domain-specific research and support structures with advanced support in the fields of data analysis, modeling, simulation, HPC
methods and visualization. In close cooperation with scientific groups, they provide independent research
contributions in several application areas of scientific computing (FZJ JSC 2018; KIT SCC 2018). HLSTs within
the Human Brain Project (HBP) provide support for HBP-internal and external users from neuroscience, medical research, neuromorphic computing and neurorobotics with respect to tools, services and data science
(HBP 2017). Data Lifecycle Labs work in close cooperation with Helmholtz Association scientists and process,
manage, and analyze data during its whole life cycle (e.g., LSDMA 2014). Finally, we refer to the John von
Neumann Institute for Computing (NIC) that manages the compute time on supercomputers (NIC 2018) on a
peer review basis.
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3		Goals
Today in Germany, the efforts in AI applied to big data as in the Helmholtz Association are still in their infancy
and we now see the big chance for the Helmholtz Association to become the major German driver for applied
AI. Both in politics and in the general public, AI is becoming an increasingly important topic, and it is inconceivable that Germany may lag behind in one of the most important challenges of the next years. It is the right
time to bring all AI experts throughout the Helmholtz Association together in order to build up an internationally
competitive base for applied AI. So far, synergies in applied AI within the Helmholtz Association have hardly
been realized, and HAICU will offer an exciting new strategy which will speed up applied AI research in Germany
with international impact. By explicitly building on the unique datasets generated within the Helmholtz Association, and leveraging its large scale data and compute facilities for HPC-driven big data analytics, HAICU
will be able to fill a unique position in the field.

3.1	General Goals
HAICU´s overarching goals are:
I. Develop and implement novel AI methods motivated by concrete research questions and apply them
in use cases across multiple Helmholtz Centers, and
II.	Provide support for applied AI activities for users in the various centers and disseminate and
educate emerging methods in the AI field.
Reaching these goals, HAICU will enable the Helmholtz Association to
•• Guide as one of the pioneers in applied AI, reach an international leadership position and increase
visibility by combining AI-based analytics with the Helmholtz Association´s unique research questions,
unique data sets, and unique data infrastructures and simulation facilities.
•• Serve as an enabler of applied AI-based research activities in the research fields and centers.
•• Create a powerful network for ground-breaking new ideas and exchange in the field of applied AI, based
on the substantial competencies rooted within Helmholtz Centers and programs.
•• Enable responsible research in the field of AI for the benefit of society.

3.2

Detailed Goals

In order to reach the goals defined above, we describe the following concrete conceptual aspects HAICU will
address
Goal I: Develop and implement novel AI methods motivated by concrete research questions and apply them in
use cases across multiple Helmholtz Centers.
I-1		 Contribute to conceptual cross-discipline developments in applied AI motivated by application
examples.
I-2		

Identify and leverage similarities between applications across different topics and implement
those in generalized AI methods.
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I-3		

Contribute to the theoretical basis of AI and use this for better methods in applied AI methods.

I-4		

Create a crystallization point for excellence by establishing a powerful network.

I-5		

Provide scalable implementations of methods on large compute systems for scientific big data
analytics.

Goal II: Provide support for applied AI activities for users in the various centers and disseminate and educate
emerging methods in the field.
II-1		

Distribute methodological strengths across all Helmholtz Centers.

II-2

Provide support across all Helmholtz Centers to emerging activities in applied AI.

II-3

Educate and train the next generation of data scientists and all Helmholtz Association employees
on different scales.

II-4

Offer a creative research atmosphere by providing space for collaboration and unite technologies
of different disciplines.

According to identified requirements and taking into account best practice examples worldwide, we identified
the following cornerstones:
HAICU will have a strong focus on the development of methods that are essential for the different domain
specific research fields in the Helmholtz Association. However, a solid background in fundamentals of AI,
going beyond a familiarity with some of the tools, is highly relevant in doing innovative applied work. E.g.,
technology companies place a huge emphasis on hiring people with a strong background in the fundamentals
of AI, although the main work of these companies is application driven. Similarly, for the Helmholtz Association
the main long-term gains will come from integrating solid AI expertise into the centers. Along the same line
of arguments, neuro-inspired research will facilitate the development of scientific research and application.
Therefore, there is a need for strong research groups around these methods, who generate use cases. A good
use case does not only drive methodical development but has valuable potential for generalization to other
research topics.
However, HAICU will not only be a platform for scientists doing their own research, it will also provide tools and
services across centers on different levels with the aim of supporting scientists with a flexible way to consider
different expertise, the volume of a research task, and other constraints. For these needs a flexible hierarchical
system of cooperation possibilities has been conceptualized for which can be applied:
1.		 a fast reviewed and easy accessible voucher system for short projects with project runtime in the range
of two weeks up to six months (small projects, feasibility studies, etc.).
2. bigger scientific projects in the range of up to three years (medium projects).
3. a HAICU Young Investigator Group program (HAICU YIG) for scientists performing application-oriented
science for research periods of five years (large projects), located at HAICU sites that can be readjusted.
HAICU will drive new methods and ask new questions. Therefore, there is a need to gather and curate domain
specific data sets with more abstracted cost functions and to allow for systematic benchmarking, potentially
across disciplines. This enables the centers to provide and use benchmarks more quickly and professionally
and administers a strong input to method groups to keep them up to date and to strengthen reproducibility of
research. Further, it has promising side effects, such as high visibility and citations.
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In order to ensure all of these goals there must be strong ties to other activities in the Helmholtz Incubator
Information & Data Science, and in the different research fields.
A strong network between all Helmholtz Centers is essential to guarantee the success of HAICU. To ensure
this, there will be different essential connecting factors for the AI community in the Helmholtz Association:
•• Communication channels similar to slack channels and social media, symposia and workshops will
enable the exchange of experience, an excellent scientific network and getting in touch with the
members of support teams and research groups.
•• International experts will give regular talks that will be video channelled to reach a broader audience.
•• High Level Support Teams (HLSTs) at HAICU will provide support and assistance in the planning,
preparation, realization and implementation of project collaborations on different scales. This starts with
answers of questions in the case of proposal preparations for first ideas and continues with support of
HLST experts during all phases of the projects.
•• Training and education on different levels will on the one hand create a new highly qualified generation
of data scientists and allows on the other hand to further educate all Helmholtz Association employees,
Figurein
1: close cooperation with the proposed Helmholtz Information & Data Science Academy (HIDA).
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Figure 1: The Helmholtz Artificial Intelligence Cooperation Unit (HAICU): a strong, internationally visible Central Unit and
multiple local Units as bridgeheads into the domain specific research fields. High Level Support Teams (HLSTs) provide
expert support to users across all Helmholtz Centers.
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4		 HAICU Structure
The structure of HAICU has been proposed and subsequently optimized during several Helmholtz Incubator
Information & Data Science meetings, telephone conferences and visits to all Centers, where we discussed
it in depth with all participating researchers. Based on the formulated aims above, we therefore propose the
following organizational structure (see Figure 1).

4.1	Overview
We propose to structure HAICU in a wheel-and-spoke model, with an interdisciplinary highly visible central
unit called `HAICU Central` and a strong applied periphery located at various Helmholtz Centers, called
`HAICU Local`. Corresponding finances will be 4.0 M€/a for HAICU Central (35% of overall volume) and
4.4 M€/a for HAICU Local (38%). Additionally, 2.7 M€/a (24%) will be allocated to Helmholtz-wide projects and
300 k€/a (3%) are foreseen for HAICU events.
HAICU Central will address three core themes — `Research’, ‘Support’ and ‘Coordination and Outreach’ —
which use 54 %, 27 %, and 19 % respectively, of the resources. It will host five research groups, two of them
senior, three of them junior groups, focusing on methodological research topics. Further, HAICU Central will host a team of experts, called High Level Support Team (HLST), supporting all centers that have
needs for AI (see Section 4.2.). Distribution of manpower takes place through a voucher system (see
Section 4.2).
We propose to attach HAICU Central to one Helmholtz Center yet to be selected in an international,
transparent review process, to which all Helmholtz Centers can apply on the basis of clear criteria (see
Section 4.2). To ensure that HAICU Central is working in the proposed direction, strong quality measurements
and control mechanisms based on milestones are defined (see Section 4.4).
The HAICU Local units will be spread across five other Helmholtz Centers to ensure wide dissemination of
methods as well as broad uptake of data-based research questions. Ideally, each research field will host one
of these local sites (excluding the one which hosts HAICU Central). They will be represented by five HAICU
Young Investigator Groups (HAICU YIG) funded for a period of five years and five local HLSTs. Each Helmholtz
Center can apply for one of these YIG groups and one HLST. In exceptional cases, it is also possible to apply
only to one of the two components. Strong in kind contribution of the center is recommended with respect to
room space/infrastructure, future perspective for the groups after the 5 years funding phase, embedding of
the groups into the respective Helmholtz Center etc.. Topics for HAICU Local groups will be broad, applicationoriented, domain specific or potentially cross-topic. An HLST will be affiliated to each of these HAICU local
sites. A strong connection to HAICU Central is essential for the local HLSTs (regular meetings, jointly decided
allocation of topics for different HLSTs). Quality measurements and control mechanisms based on milestones
are defined (see Sections 4.4 and 6) and will ensure cross-topic cooperations and service performance for
other centers.
Strong interactions between HAICU Local and Central allow the most efficient way for creating exciting new
results very fast. HAICU Central will address methodological research topics, see Section 4.2., in order to
utilize them for the domain specific areas. The research will be driven by domain-specific use cases and
research questions at HAICU Local sites. Specific use cases will be given by research groups across the
Helmholtz Association.
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4.2	Structure of HAICU Central
HAICU Central will address the three core themes ‘Research’, ‘Support’, and ‘Coordination and Outreach’,
which will be explained in more detail in the next sections.

Research
AI tasks within the Helmholtz Association are typically domain specific handling and analysing large and very
specific datasets. These datasets have been generated by highly specialized and innovative hardware that
operates often at high speed (e.g., high-throughput acquisition, streaming data applications).
As already stated in Section 3.2, a solid background in state-of-the-art AI methods is highly relevant for
innovative domain-specific applications. Further, it may be a unique selling point to be able to apply AI
methods on raw data generated by specialized large-scale equipment of the Helmholtz Association.
We envision the following topics to be of particular importance, thus enabling multiple, general data science
applications:
•• Deep Learning (DL)
•• Explainable AI
•• Uncertainty Quantification
•• Scalable and distributed ML and DL in extreme-scale computing
•• Incorporating prior knowledge, e.g., equation-constrained modelling
•• Transfer learning for cross-discipline applications
These topics are based on the specific strengths, expertise and requirements of different Helmholtz Centers,
which have been identified during requests and visits of all Helmholtz Centers. We will explain these points in
detail below.
Deep Learning is currently the most salient set of methods in ML that uses various artificial neural network
architectures, reaching ground-breaking performance applied in a diverse field of applications. Currently, a
strong research trend in DL is to create methods for unsupervised, generative learning that would unify such
approaches as generative adversarial networks (GAN), variational autoencoders (VAE), variants of predictive
coding driven learning and reinforcement learning. Other important trends in DL address the task of demystifying how neural nets work, what we call here explainable AI, or to incorporate neurobiological constraints
on information processing and learning in network architectures (Sabour et al. 2017). Artificial intelligence
has a traditional link to the science of biological information processing, most particularly for the case of vision
processing (Marr 2010; Cox and Dean 2014). Very often, significant advances in AI borrow inspiration from
neuroscience. For example, similar to the central building block of ResNets (He et al. 2015), skip connections
are a structural property of connections of brain areas (van Hartevelt et al. 2015; Schirner et al. 2018; Urbanski et al. 2014; Felleman and Van Essen 1991), as well as hierarchy of processing stages with feed-forward
convergent connectivity patterns across the layers. At the same time, there is a growing need to relate and
explain the behavior of AI algorithms taking evidence from cognitive research and neuroscience (Ritter et al.
2017; Fong et al. Cox 2017). Despite the potential benefits, there is still a large gap between biological and
artificial cognitive systems, which should be closed to better understand the advantages and disadvantages
of different network organisation. HAICU aims to realize this potential to innovate AI in this respect, by
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combining the existing expertise in the Helmholtz Association on biological information processing,
neuroscience and cognitive science, and human intelligence with AI research.
An important challenge in the current development of AI methods is the question of dealing with explicit
knowledge, as opposed to implicit knowledge contained in and acquired from the training data by learning.
This especially concerns DL methods that use neural network architectures to learn tasks from the data. It is
still unresolved how to inform a neural network about existing explicit solutions to a task, for example available
in form of physics equations describing a part of task relevant phenomena, and there is still a long way to go
to have a methodology that incorporates and reads out explicitly accessible knowledge about acquired skills
from trained neural networks, leading to transparent, explainable AI. The Helmholtz Association can provide
crucial expertise in this line of research, as dealing with explicit models within the simulation science is a
main part of its scientific portfolio. Further, this field of research has not been sufficiently addressed so far
within the AI community and, due to the strong potential, might offer a niche where the Helmholtz Association
may reach excellence – competitive at the international level.
Research areas dealing with measurements typically address the task of quantifying their measurements’
accuracy and reliability which is essential for a proper assessment of experimental results. This should propagate through the whole evaluation pipeline until the final result of data interpretation. Thus, on the one hand
uncertainty must be measured, e.g., for measuring instruments. On the other hand, technical uncertainty must
be coupled with subjective information, e.g., manual mappings by experts, e.g., hydrologist or geologist. Up
to now it is not clear how to integrate such information, which are obviously error-prone due to subjectivity,
as ground truth information for training ML methods. Finally, for most applications it is essential to provide
results of data interpretation along with a proper quantification of its uncertainty in order to allow a proper
assessment of these results and its reliability.
Another important challenge is to provide AI methods with enough input and proper environment for training.
As already mentioned, specifically for the Helmholtz Association is its large amount of high quality data, but
typically these data are provided with limited annotation, which leads to a strong need for self-supervised
or unsupervised pre-training, transfer learning, and sparse reinforcement learning methods. For some
domains, like image recognition, there already exist data sets with manually created training labels like for
instance ImageNet (Stanford Vision Lab 2016), CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky 2009) or COCO (COCO 2018) that
cover the demand. Many other domains however do not offer such large collections of data, because data
collection is generally tedious and effortful. For some domains it is not even clear whether it is possible to
gather data in the necessary amount from the real-world setting (e.g., data on rare, exceptional phenomena
like disruptions in plasma physics, earthquakes, financial crashes, etc.). One pathway taken into direction of providing AI methods with appropriate input is realistic simulation of task relevant environments.
Platforms like OpenAI Gym (OpenAI 2018) or DeepMind (Beattie et al. 2016) Lab offer a diversity of simulated
environments where AI algorithms receive complex input, can influence the environment by taking actions and
where their performance can be compared. Using its expertise in different areas of scientific computation
and simulation, the Helmholtz Association can extend this effort by providing state-of-the-art simulation
environments for different fields of natural science (e.g., climate modelling, Earth system simulation, plasma
fusion, high energy and astroparticle physics, solar energy, proteomics, genomics and radiomics, etc.) that
can generate data for training ML algorithms.
Machine Learning applications show increasing requirements for training complex models on large data,
often demanding high communication bandwidth and very large memory storage. This applies to use cases
with large size single inputs, like for instance high resolution imagery, or in case of streaming data. Our
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research therefore has to address how to distribute training procedures in cases where trivial parallelism
fails. Here, the HPC facilities in the Helmholtz Association will play a strategic role: HPC architectures provide
low latency and high-bandwidth interconnects that dramatically accelerate distributed training with large
data or models. HPC research will also soon provide new accelerator technologies beyond GPUs in modular
environments, which offer new possibilities for speeding up training and inference. One important application
will be fusing the learning of forward generative models (simulation, data generation) and of inverse models
(inference from data) in one single end-to-end architecture. Such DL architecture will be able to improve the
initially error prone forward simulation model by detecting inconsistencies in forward-inverse loops and also
by digesting data originating from real experiments. Due to the size of such a network, memory and communication
demand will be extremely high. Developing scalable AI methods, especially those relying on DL
Figure 2:
architectures, on HPC systems will therefore be one research aspect in HAICU, with a strong link to the HIFIS.
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HAICU Support: Collaboration via Small and Large Scale Projects
HAICU will provide high-level support to users in a flexible, dynamic and transparent way. While long term
scientific questions will be addressed by HAICU’s research groups, HAICU will fund larger research projects
for the duration of up to three years. Finally, for small projects with runtimes of 2 weeks up to 6 months, the
High Level Support Teams (HLSTs) will provide additional engineering and software support. These small projects managed via a voucher system will ensure minimal bureaucracy, short term collaborations and support
with respect to tools, services and data science.
Users, i.e., researchers from the different Helmholtz Centers will apply for such voucher projects in order to
work with HAICU on a specific AI problem. In general, centers request for transdisciplinary knowledge transfer and networking, educating young researchers, and support on different scales, including support for their
local projects and support in creating and advertising high impact benchmark datasets.
Capacities of HLSTs will be managed by a voucher system. For different research questions, researchers
can apply for vouchers, i.e., support at HAICU Central, which is strongly linked to local HLSTs and initiates/
coordinates the contact between researchers and the respective HLST. The process from getting an idea
up the actual start of such a voucher project is visualized in Figure 2. Support begins with consulting during
the proposal preparation phase, gathering first ideas, and continues with support by HLST experts during all
phases of different projects. Each support service will be coordinated through vouchers irrespective of
whether or not the HLST is co-localized at the requesting Helmholtz Center.
Therefore, HAICU Central will implement a quality assured voucher system for these smaller projects with
fast-track applications in line with the rules and regulations of the Initiative and Networking Fund of the
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Helmholtz Association. They differ from calls for larger research projects, which will undergo in-depth independent peer review. For voucher systems, we can rely on existing expertise inside the Helmholtz Association, see
Section 2.3.
The process of resource allocation for both types of projects is visualized in Figure 3. Both, for small and large
projects, users apply by writing a short proposal, including a clear definition of task, goal, and time frame.
To guarantee scientific excellence of the selected projects, the evaluation and selection procedure will be
coordinated by the HAICU ‘Project Coordination and Outreach’ unit. Vouchers will be reviewed and decided
by the scientific coordinators along a procedure agreed with the Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC), while
project calls will be reviewed by the SAC (see Section 6). Review criteria will be quality of the project and research question, qualification of the applicant, job opportunities and scientific environment, goals and working
program, suggestion for the scope of funding, and diversity and equal opportunity in the science system. The
Steering Board will prepare funding decisions for projects, while the President of the Helmholtz Association
will decide about the funding through the Helmholtz Association Initiative and Networking Fund. Such open
and dynamic resource allocation scheme have also been successfully implemented by other international institutes, e.g., The Moore-Sloan Data Science Environment (msdse 2017).
In order to rapidly exhibit first success stories, a flying start for larger project calls right after the concept
decision in September 2018 is planned and a first call for `HAICU pilot projects` will be announced: the
initial criterion will be two centers from different research fields finding synergies and writing a proposal. All
proposals will be evaluated and ranked by external experts in a process managed by the Head Office of the
Helmholtz Association, until the Scientific Advisory Board is established. The final decision of the project
award is in the hands of the President of the Helmholtz Association. Evaluation of these HAICU pilot projects
by external reviewers after two years will be coordinated by the scientific coordinators and reviewed by the
Figure the
3: final decision is in the hands of the Steering Board.
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At the beginning, the major users will be researchers at all Helmholtz Centers. Following the implementation
and after having reached full capacity, HAICU will be opened to collaborations of Helmholtz Centers with
external partners, e.g., universities or, at a later stage, industry. External partners are not eligible to apply
without cooperations with one Helmholtz Center.

Benchmarks: Providing Helmholtz Association Open Data Challenges
Helmholtz Centers have very unique datasets. Preparing such datasets as a structured Machine Learning task
or a comprehensive open challenge for Helmholtz Centers and/or the international AI community, can be an
effective instrument to attract external data analysts. However, it is often a difficult and time-consuming task,
requiring routine and expertise in benchmark design. Publicly available benchmark data and standardized
evaluation frameworks will increase the visibility of HAICU and Helmholtz research groups and will have an
important contribution to the reproducibility of research results and therefore the verification of research
methods. As examples we refer to the Kaggle competitions as one of the possibilities to increase visibility by
participating and contributing to openly available benchmark and competition platforms in the community. As
highest impact benchmarks in AI we refer to the ImageNet challenge (Russakovsky et al. 2014; Stanford Vision
Lab 2010) or ‘The Higgs Boson Machine Learning Challenge’ which uses the ATLAS experiment to identify the
Higgs boson (Higgs Challenge 2018).
As best practice examples with Helmholtz Association participation (MDC, HZI) we refer exemplarily to a
benchmark workshop about ‘Advancing computational biology through critical assessments, community
experiments, and crowdsourcing’ in conjunction with the International Conference on Intelligent Systems for
Molecular Biology (ISMB 2018). Also, at the DLR´s Earth Observation Center, a big data benchmark about
social media and earth observation satellite data is in preparation (So2Sat 2017).
HAICU, specifically members of the central HLST, having expertise in these tasks, will help the Helmholtz
Association research groups to expose their data and analytics problems to the wider community and attract
methodologists. To this end, HAICU will gather information about domain specific datasets and according
analytics problems and provide support in defining and publishing benchmarks — data, annotations, task
descriptions, and evaluation frameworks — in a standardized manner to the broad community.
This naturally implies a close collaboration with other Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science activities, Helmholtz Metadata Center (HMC), Helmholtz Infrastructure of Federated ICT Services (HIFIS), and Helmholtz Imaging Platform (HIP). Benchmark datasets will be stored at their owning Helmholtz Centers. HAICU will
cooperate with HMC in order to gather information about data at one place and to ensure data to be searchable by appropriate metadata. HIFIS is expected to provide possibilities to access these data in a fast, secure
and easy way and further to allow bringing AI algorithms to the data instead of vice versa. HIP is expected to be
a driver for generating unique and interesting data. Finally, providing benchmark data will allow the Helmholtz
Information & Data Science Academy (HIDA) to provide student challenges on specific Helmholtz datasets.
To increase outreach wrt. such Helmholtz benchmarks, HAICU plans to host open workshops and hackathons
with international visibility.
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Coordination and Outreach
The ‘Coordination and Outreach’ unit of HAICU Central will be the managed interface to all partners and hubs.

Management team
HAICU will require a compact management team, including the Head of HAICU, a financial manager, a secretary,
and four scientific coordinators.
The four scientific coordinators will guarantee fluent daily business. One of these coordinators will exclusively
be responsible for public relations and outreach, which means in detail he or she sets up a webpage and maintains social media (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Xing). He or she will organize Helmholtz Association internal
and external workshops and conferences, video conferences and online talks and publish video talks. This
coordinator will establish public relation events, like popular scientific discourses. If requested by a domain
scientist, Citizen Scientist projects might be implemented, in close collaboration with the HLSTs, as an effective
opportunity for public participation in scientific research. As best practice example from the Helmholtz
Association we refer to the planktonID project (Christiansen and Kiko 2016).
Further three scientific coordinators will be responsible for the coordination of all HAICU Central and Local
activities and projects: they will coordinate HAICU Central and Local research groups and HLSTs through regular
meetings in order to provide exchange. Besides, they set up regular meetings of all boards and coordinate all
processes in the sense of governance. Vouchers and projects will also be managed by these coordinators: they
will publish calls, coordinate the review processes of proposals, assign requests from Helmholtz Centers to
the most suited HLST and monitor the progress of each project in accordance with the rules and procedures
of the Initiative and Networking Fund. Vouchers will be reviewed by themselves for a short and easy allocation.
They will organize knowledge transfer on all scales (see knowledge transfer below) and will be responsible
for scouting AI experts by attending international scientific conferences and staying up to date to the newest
developments. Finally, they will coordinate the evaluation process and regular reporting within HAICU to the
Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science and to the Helmholtz Association.
In addition to that, the Management Team of HAICU Central will be in touch with strategic partners from external universities, research institutes or even industry - always in the scope of Helmholtz Association relevant
topics.

Knowledge Transfer
Currently, there is a critical lack of young data scientists especially with domain-specific knowledge. During
our center visits all participators stated that one of their biggest needs are more possibilities for educating
young researchers in the rapidly changing fields of AI. Thus, an important part of HAICU´s activities is the
transfer of knowledge, which has an essential link to HIDA. HAICU will ensure training of young researchers
(first of all PhDs and PostDocs) and will have strong connections to the Helmholtz Data Science Graduate
Schools that are currently under review in several locations or already implemented (HEIBRIDS in Berlin). These
graduate schools provide important links between the methods-oriented local Data Science communities at
universities and scientific application areas of the Helmholtz Association partners. It will offer PhD positions
related to the different HAICU methods research fields and applied to one or more domain specific use cases.
Thus, the next generation of excellent-qualified data scientists will be trained. In the context of larger research
projects coming in through calls, additional PhD students will be allocated in the Helmholtz Centers to work
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closely with the coordination unit. Laboratory rotations are another attractive possibility for students to gain
knowledge. This way a significant, but dynamic part of HAICU’s resources will be utilized in different centers.
Knowledge transfer also requires the organization of regular Helmholtz internal workshops, as well as conferences with international scope. Training and exchange among young researches will take place in summer
schools and hackathons organized by HAICU under the roof of HIDA.
Training and further education in AI, workshops and conferences for all Helmholtz Centers will be organised
by the scientific coordinators and offered and made available throughout HIDA.
As knowledge transfer and further education for all Helmholtz Association employees were identified as requirements during our center visits, relevant offers for all Helmholtz Association employees will be implemented
depending on the demands. Professors, group leaders and HLST staff will give lectures, seminars and trainings
for all interested Helmholtz Association employees. These measures will be complementary to the course
offers of the Data Science Graduate Schools and the experts´ talks and seminar series of HAICU and will be
coordinated through HIDA.

Visiting Researchers Program
In order to gather innovative research methods, keep track of most recent research questions, and on the
other hand ensure knowledge transfer, HAICU will (i) attract excellent international senior researchers for long
term visits (e.g., half a year including teaching responsibilities) as guest professors and (ii) implement a short
term visiting researchers program for external young researchers.
In detail, goals of both are
•• Exchange of ideas in both directions
•• Identification of joint research interests and most recent research directions
•• Publication of results in joint publications
For the short and the long term visiting researchers program, the scientific coordinators will publish calls after
consultation with the Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) twice a year, according to specific scientific topics
and recent research questions. Excellent young researchers may apply to join HAICU typically for the duration
of 6-12 weeks for short term visits and half a year in the case of guest professorships. Applications will be
coordinated by the scientific coordinators, reviewed by the SAC and appropriated candidates will be selected
by the Steering Board. As best practice example cf., e.g., Alan Turing visiting researchers program (The Alan
Turing Institute 2016) or UCLA Postdoctoral Scholars (UCLA 2018). In order to attract excellent candidates
to join HAICU, the program has to offer highly attractive research questions, which is ensured by the SAC. It
should offer excellent working condition and partial funding, e.g., free accommodation and travel. Finally, a
mentoring program provides scientific advice by honourable fellows.
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4.3	Profile of Requirements
Key for the success of HAICU is an excellent and strong HAICU Central that reaches international visibility.
Thus, the following criteria should be met by the hosting Helmholtz Center.

Hosting Helmholtz Center for HAICU Central
The Helmholtz Center that hosts HAICU is expected to provide (always in accordance with the HAICU concept)
•• already existing, strong and international competitive expertise in applied AI
•• already existing tight connections to and scientific collaborations with research facilities and / or
universities offering high quality data science education programs and research, including the possibility
to award PhD titles
•• realistic concept for attracting AI researchers to the site, ideally proven track record
•• excellent scientific infrastructure within the hosting Helmholtz Center and collaborating universities at
the site
•• excellent IT infrastructure providing best conditions for scalable and distributed ML in large-scale
computing
•• a convincing concept for the concrete implementation of research groups and HLSTs in relation to the
existing scientific structure of the center and the local scientific landscape
•• a strong concept for the scientific focus of HAICU central research groups
•• opportunities for long term perspectives of junior group leaders
•• an attractive working environment (family-friendly, flexible working time models)
•• good possibility to integrate family/ marital partner: site has critical mass to offer broad employment
possibilities for marital partner and children day care
•• good international accessibility of the site especially in terms of close distance to international airport
and central train station
•• existing links to companies with AI experience and initiatives

Hosting Helmholtz Centers for HAICU Local Groups and HLSTs
It is strongly recommended that every research field participates in hosting a local group and an HLST.
Helmholtz Centers applying for a HAICU Local Unit are expected to provide (always in accordance with the
HAICU concept)
•• an excellent scientific infrastructure within the hosting Helmholtz Center
•• a convincing concept for the concrete implementation of research groups and HLSTs into the existing
scientific structure of the center and the local scientific landscape
•• a strong concept for the scientific focus of the research group and integration into the research of the
respective research field
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•• possibilities for collaborations with universities offering high quality data science education programs
and research, including the possibility to award PhD titles
•• a realistic concept for attracting AI researchers to the site, ideally proven track record
•• opportunities for long term perspectives of junior group leaders
•• an attractive working environment (family-friendly, flexible working time models)
•• good possibility to integrate family/ marital partner: site has critical mass to offer broad employment
possibilities for marital partner and children day care
•• existing links to companies with AI experience and initiatives

Profile Requirements Head of HAICU
The profile of the Head of HAICU is crucial as she or he is supposed to contribute to the development of HAICU
into the internationally recognized and visible platform we describe here. A professorship, excellent scientific
track records and a strong network as well as international reputation in the AI and ML community shall be
requirements for this position. Based on her or his professional experience (which we expect to be focused
on applied Machine Learning), she or he needs to know the AI and ML landscape in Germany as well as on
the international level in detail and needs to be able to successfully negotiate between partners of different
corporate cultures (university, non-university research organizations, industry) and various interest groups
and to lead and advise multi-professional teams. Within the framework provided by the Host Lab of HAICU
Central, the Head of HAICU shall be able to head her or his own group directly within HAICU or independently.
The financial manager will support the Head of HAICU regarding financial questions.

Profile Requirements HAICU Group Leaders (Central and Local)
As already stated in Section 3.2, for HAICU Central group leaders a solid background in the fundamentals of
AI is highly relevant in doing innovative applied research. We believe that HAICU’s main long-term gains will
come from integrating solid AI expertise into the centers.
Thus, interested candidates should have a track record in statistical modelling and development of algorithms
for data science, and should be internationally recognized experts in one or more of the following fields: Deep
Learning, Computer Vision and Imaging, Scientific Computing, Optimization, Data Fusion, Data Management,
Big Data, Graph and Network Optimization and Modelling, Natural Language Processing, Information Theory,
Statistical Learning, Data Mining.
Additionally, HAICU Local group leaders should provide a strong background in the according application area.
All candidates for HAICU Central and Local are expected to have contributed outstanding research in these
fields, a strong commitment to research-oriented teaching and successful acquisition of third-party funding.
Moreover, candidates are expected to actively participate in the HAICU network and to make use of opportunities
for interdisciplinary research cooperations within the Helmholtz Association.

Attracting Group Leaders (Central and Local)
Regarding top experts in the field, HAICU will be in strong competition not only with international companies
but also with national and international universities and research institutions looking for leading scientists as
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well. We expect relatively few people to meet the skill-set needed to lead either methodological or applied AI
research at a sufficiently high level. One to two senior experts in HAICU Central, where students can be sent
to, will be highly important for visibility. But HAICU will only be attractive to recruit one or two senior scientists
if the environment is attractive to them in terms of resources and scientific environment. Therefore, interesting
research questions, most attractive working conditions, agreements, and contracts have to be offered.
Arguments to attract researchers and AI experts are the unique research questions and unique datasets
available in the Helmholtz Association, the possibility to work on diversified research questions and applications and finally excellent working conditions in terms of scientific infrastructure. The candidates will have a
high freedom in research and will be able to work in a highly attractive environment. Finally, we expect HAICU
to gain international visibility such that researchers get attracted by its name.
To receive more flexibility in HAICU´s concept and in order to cope with expected difficulties to hire these
experts, we suggest as contingency plan to start searching for excellent junior scientists, maybe even shortly
after PhD, as junior group leaders. This is very common elsewhere (Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory 2018) and
could complement the traditional YIG model. It would endow the local Helmholtz Centers with significant
flexibility to get promising activities started quickly on a still somewhat smaller scale and see how things work
out. As those groups are limited to five years, we gain flexibility to start looking for senior experts again after
that period. Moreover, during that time, HAICU will have grown and gained international visibility.

Profile HLST Experts (Central and Local)
Candidates for HLSTs should have a broad experience in AI methods, ideally combined with a domain specific
background. Experts should hold a PhD from a field like computer science, engineering, environmental science,
mathematics, physics, or technology directly related to data science. They will support and collaborate with
all Helmholtz Centers, generate performance analysis and benchmarks for selected applications, provide consultancy to scientists as well as optimize and adapt scientific applications. Further, they will participate as
trainers in training schools, hackathons and workshops.
Experts for HAICU Central should ideally have strong knowledge of general AI methods (´generalists´)
independent of application area.
Experts for local HLSTs instead will ideally be domain-specific, application-oriented data scientists. It is strongly
recommended that every research field participates in hosting a local HLST. Thus, there will be a specialist
contact person for every research field.
In future, through close cooperations with the proposed Data Science Graduate Schools, we will educate and
train our own data science experts.

Attracting HLST Experts (Central and Local)
As already mentioned, HAICU will be in tough competition for AI experts. Arguments to attract researchers
and AI experts for joining the HLSTs include the diverse datasets involved within the Helmholtz Centers, the
possibility to work on diversified research questions and applications and finally excellent working conditions
in terms of scientific infrastructure. Nevertheless, it is necessary to gain experts for the HLSTs by offering
attractive positions with the following conditions:
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•• HLST positions should be permanent positions in the long run. They should be offered as 2 years limited
positions with the expectation to become permanent after that time.
•• HLST experts are supposed to be up to date with state-of-the-art methods. Therefore, they should have
resources to regularly participate in international conferences.
•• Finally, they should be enabled to work on their own research questions for a predefined fraction of their
working time, e.g., 20%.
•• Education will be part of their work, they will offer training schools and seminars, in constant exchange
with the Data Science Graduate Schools.
As contingency plan, in order to cope with expected difficulties to hire these experts, it is conceivable to
partially hire graduates right after university (e.g., from AI study programs), limited to two years, who want to
gain a track record in AI at a pulsing research environment.

4.4	Evaluation
It is of key importance to have a strong reporting line coordinated in HAICU Central as quality measurement
and control. Thus, control and monitoring mechanisms on different levels will be installed.
First, HAICU Central will manage and review yearly reports which will be recommended and sent to the Steering
Board. The Steering Board in turn will report to the Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science which
then reports to the Assembly of Members of the Helmholtz Association. These reports will include sections
describing the research work of all research groups (including HAICU YIGs) and all HLST support, and thus reflect
all vouchers and projects from HAICU Central and Local. Yearly, research groups will adapt their goals in
discussion with the management to fit to HAICU’s overall goals and current projects. In case of HLST groups,
the Central HLST is expected to work at least 75 % for all other Helmholtz Centers whereas local HLSTs are
expected to work at least 50 % for other Helmholtz Centers to guarantee cross-domain cooperations. To ensure
equal possibilities for all centers the number of vouchers per center shall not exceed more than 15% of the
total volume per year. Education, cooperations, scouting, and public relations will be further aspects of the
report.
Furthermore, HAICU shall be evaluated regularly by external independent reviewers, the first physical review
will be three years after start. The examination procedure will be organized by the Head Office of the Helmholtz
Association (Geschäftsstelle) which selects external reviewers and with advice of the SAC. The fundamental
criterion for this review is proof of work along the defined milestones (see Section 5).
In detail, for Central research groups evaluation criteria are on the one hand on the basis of a quality assessment
of the research group´s scientific achievements according to international standards and an evaluation of the
projects´ relevance to the AI field, on the other hand cross-domain work has to be specified. This means,
participation at HAICU workshops and conferences, cooperations and education and training have to be
measured.
Furthermore, HLSTs (central and local) have to verify the amount of service, support and benchmark help they
have offered to the different Helmholtz Centers in the same percentage as for the yearly reviews. Another
feature for a positive evaluation have to be regular informal meetings with all other HAICU HLSTs (central
and local) for agreements of currently running projects and a yearly meeting for all HLST members where all
projects are presented. The Steering Board will adopt measures to evaluate the activities of the HLSTs.
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(HAICU pilot) projects have to deliver a final report to HAICU Central to refer to their scientific results and their
success. Evaluation criteria of this report will be similar to DFG final reports (DFG 2014).
Evaluation of HAICU YIG will proceed as it is defined for Helmholtz YIG (Helmholtz Association 2017). The
evaluation process will be coordinated by the Steering Board in tight agreement with the hosting center.
Scientific directions of HAICU will be monitored by the SAC.

5		 Implementation
The described aims will be implemented along the following seven work packages. Figure 4 shows the
different work packages and milestones along the schedule.

Work package 1: Initialization and Public Outreach
end of 2018 - end of 2020
The first step for HAICU´s success is building a strong network between all Helmholtz Centers. Such cooperations will create use cases and center overarching projects. As both personnel (2 project referees) and
resources for travel expenses are ensured, the implementation of this work package can be started immediately
after a positive decision in September 2018.
The project referees will organize internal ‘HAICU workshops’ for all interested Helmholtz Center researchers
to get to know each other, to develop ideas for joint projects, and to find new cooperation partners. The first
internal workshop is planned for the end of 2018 and will include invited external/international AI experts
(milestone 1.1).
As a follow-up, international workshops will be organized, enabling close collaborations with international
research groups and organizations. A first joint workshop between the Canadian Institute for Advanced
Research (CIFAR) and the Helmholtz Association is already planned for January 2019 (milestone 1.2).
Constant consolidation and improvement of the network is crucial for success, visibility and ground-breaking
new ideas. Therefore, intensive public outreach is one of the most important elements for the initiation
phase. A website, social media (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIN, Xing), a chat channel like Slack and a video
lecture channel will be implemented until the end of 2018 (milestone 1.3).
Furthermore, a seminar series with invited internal and external speakers, which will also be accessible online,
aims at making HAICU visible, spreading AI knowledge across the community and giving possibilities for
fruitful scientific discussions and ideas for collaborative projects. The seminar series will be started in the
beginning of 2019 (milestone 1.4).
The first international HAICU conference is of highest importance for international visibility. It is planned
for summer 2020 and will give insights into the latest developments in AI and first HAICU project results
(milestone 1.5).
The HAICU governance has to be established fast to guarantee quality and steering control. The various
committees should be appointed latest in early 2019 (milestone 1.6).
To spread the HAICU concept and gain greater visibility the project referees will visit different conferences
important for AI and do scouting in 2019 and the beginning of 2020 (milestone 1.7).
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Work package 2: Establishment Phase of HAICU Central
end of 2018 - end of 2020
HAICU Central has to be implemented directly after HAICU’s launch since all managing processes are directed
from there. For national and international visibility, the selection of the location of HAICU Central is very
important. Thus, the call for HAICU Central should be released and organized by the Head Office of the
Helmholtz Association right after concept evaluation in September 2018. Every Helmholtz Center is invited
to apply for hosting HAICU Central. An external review panel should evaluate the proposals and rank them
(milestone 2.1).
After the decision of HAICU Central´s location the hosting Helmholtz Center immediately announces and fills
the positions to set up the complete management in agreement with the Steering Board and enables HAICU
Central being launched until the third quarter of 2019 (milestone 2.2).
In parallel, first calls for research groups will be announced by the hosting Helmholtz Center starting in the
middle of 2019. The applications will be evaluated and ranked by the management team in agreement with
the Steering Board in the framework of the Helmholtz Center that hosts HAICU Central. The research part of
HAICU Central should be completed by the end of 2020 (milestone 2.3).
Furthermore, positions for HLST members will be announced at the same time as for the research
groups. This is of particular relevance as research groups and the HLST will work closely
together and the HLST aims at giving support/consulting for all Helmholtz Centers. The first HLST group
Figure 4: should be integrated in HAICU until the end of 2019 (milestone 2.4).
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Work package 3: Working Phase of HAICU Central
from 2021 on
Having successfully implemented all important components of HAICU Central, it will be able to establish
overarching projects and HAICU goals. Implementation quality will be guaranteed by two different evaluation
processes: First, HAICU has to write a yearly report for the Steering Board including HAICU Central and
HAICU Local (milestone 3.1). Second, HAICU Central and Local together, excluding HAICU YIGs, will be
evaluated every three years; HAICU YIGs will have a separate evaluation depending on the start of each group
(milestone 3.2). Evaluation criteria are defined in Section 4.4.
Having set up HLST Central and some of the local HLSTs, the yearly HLST meeting will be organized by HAICU
Central’s Scientific Coordinators, which is important for expert exchange, networking and part of the evaluation
(milestone 3.3).
After every five years, junior research groups will be newly appointed to react on possible new AI topics as
flexible as possible (milestone 3.4).
An important part of knowledge transfer will be accomplished by inviting internationally recognized AI experts
as guest professors starting in 2021 (milestone 3.5).
Another aspect of knowledge transfer and for achieving higher visibility is the visiting researchers program
which will start in 2021 as well (milestone 3.6). These last two milestones will help to attract external AI
experts to HAICU.
It is expected for all HAICU Central personnel (HLST and research group leader) to educate and train all
Helmholtz staff on different levels (milestone 3.7).

Work package 4: Establishment of HAICU Local sites
end of 2018 - end of 2020
The local sites of HAICU are of equal strategic importance for HAICU as HAICU Central. Thus, the call for HAICU
local HLSTs and the HAICU YIGs will be released and organized in parallel to HAICU Central by the Head Office
of the Helmholtz Association after concept evaluation in September 2018. An external review panel will
evaluate the proposals and rank them (milestone 4.1). The Steering Board will decide about the locations of
HLSTs and HAICU YIGs. It is strongly recommended that every research field participates in the call and will
be represented in a local HLST and a HAICU YIG.
After the decision about the HAICU local sites the hosting Helmholtz Centers immediately announce and fill
the positions to set up their HLSTs and HAICU YIGs always in strong interaction with the Steering Board, so all
local sites will be launched until the end of 2020 (milestone 4.2).

Work package 5: Working Phase of HAICU Local
from 2021 on
Having successfully implemented all HLSTs and HAICU YIGs, the local part will be able to realize the intended
goals and create overarching results by the research groups cooperating closely with the HLSTs. Proof of work
in the right direction will be guaranteed by two different evaluation processes as described for work package 2:
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First, HAICU has to write a yearly report for the Steering Board including HAICU Central and HAICU Local (milestone 5.1). Second, HAICU (Central and Local together, excluding HAICU YIGs) will be evaluated after every
three years (milestone 5.2). HAICU YIGs will have a separate evaluation depending on the start of one group
(milestone 5.3). Evaluation criteria are fixed in Section 4.4.
After successful set up of HLST Central and first local HLSTs, a launch for first HLST meetings will be organized
where local HLSTs have to participate (milestone 5.4).
After every five years, junior research groups will be newly appointed to react on possible new applied AI
topics as flexible as possible (milestone 5.5).
It is expected for all HAICU Local personnel (HLSTs and research group leader) to educate and train all
Helmholtz staff on different levels (milestone 5.6).

Work package 6: Establishment of Voucher System and Projects
2019 – 2021
Before starting the voucher system, the best implementation of a booking system has to be identified in agreement with the Initiative and Networking Fund. Thus, the Scientific Coordinators will investigate and implement
the best booking system regarding realization and option (e. g., openIRIS that is used at the MDC technology
platforms) until the end of 2019 (milestone 6.1).
The voucher system can be launched and first voucher proposals can be submitted as soon as the first HLST
has been established (milestone 6.2).
After concept evaluation in September 2018 and establishment of the Steering Board, the first HAICU workshop and the Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science Conference will take place at the end of 2018,
where all Helmholtz AI scientists will meet, discuss ideas and define possible projects. Directly afterwards, the
project referees will announce a call for HAICU pilot projects in accordance with the Initiative and Networking
Fund: the initial requirement will be two participating centers from different research fields that exploit synergies in applied AI methods (milestone 6.3).
Successful HAICU pilot projects will be evaluated after 2 years and will serve as lighthouse projects for interdisciplinary research within HAICU across research field borders (milestone 6.4).

Work package 7: Working Phase of Voucher System and Projects
from 2021 on
As soon as HAICU is running at full capacity, having successfully implemented all HLSTs, all Helmholtz scientists are invited to submit vouchers depending on their scientific needs. Vouchers will be distributed among
the HLSTs considering the best HLST experts and always under the scope of cross-domain cooperations (milestone 7.1, see Section 2).
Besides allowing a flying start of HAICU pilot projects during the initialization phase, project calls will be released
twice a year with a running time of three years starting in 2021 (milestone 7.2).
Evaluation of vouchers and projects will be part of the yearly reports and the evaluation every three years
(milestone 7.3 and milestone 7.4).
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6		Governance
To ensure an efficient and innovative scientific and organizational leadership and based on best practice examples
and Helmholtz experiences, we propose to embed HAICU as follows into the Helmholtz Association — in line
with the general considerations to embed the platforms into the Helmholtz Association (these principles are
described for all platforms in the general opening chapter). HAICU Central and HAICU Local will be located at
Helmholtz Centers (host labs). The Helmholtz Centers (host labs) have the disciplinary responsibility for the
personnel of HAICU that is located at their Center. They operate HAICU in accordance with the goals and services agreed to by the host labs within the Helmholtz Association. This is illustrated in Figure 5.
The Steering Board is responsible for the general development of the platform. It coordinates and leads
the activities of HAICU Central and Local and it is responsible that HAICU acts in the interest of the whole
Helmholtz Association. It reports to the Helmholtz Incubator which then reports to the Assembly of Members
of the Helmholtz Association. It shall synchronize all activities of HAICU, including projects, the voucher
system, the visiting researchers program, local HAICU YIGs and HLSTs and HAICU Central. The Steering Board
prepares all decisions regarding funding from the Initiative and Networking Fund after a review by the SAC.
The President of the Helmholtz Association makes the funding decisions (in line with the overall regulations of
the Initiative and Networking Fund).
The members of the Steering Board will be selected by the Assembly of Members of the Helmholtz Association.
It shall consist of 7-9 Helmholtz internal scientists; one important point is to ensure that every research field is
represented. Its members shall be representatives from the Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science
and shall include the two HAICU rapporteurs and guest representatives from the Head Office of the Helmholtz
Association (Geschäftsstelle). They will meet four times a year (physically and/or via video conference).
The Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) is responsible for steady advice of scientific development. It asserts
that HAICU works along the state of the art and produces relevant scientific output. The SAC shall give advice
in all cases related to calls and funding schemes, especially the proposals for the visiting researchers program, projects and vouchers. The SAC shall be able to determine scientific guidelines for the funding of small
activities (like the vouchers) that do not exceed a certain amount (to be determined with the Head Office of
the Helmholtz Association). In this case, the Steering Board can make the funding recommendations without
the review of the SAC. However, the SAC must evaluate all larger project proposals. Also, it regularly assesses
HAICU´s scientific activities based on the yearly reports. It can be included in the first review of HAICU after
three years and further reviews. The members of the SAC shall be appointed by the President of the Helmholtz
Association. The SAC shall consist of five to seven well known international researchers. SAC meetings will be
twice a year (physical and video conference).
In addition to the embedding of all platforms into the Helmholtz Association, there shall be a further
advisory board directly invited by the HAICU scientists. The Circle of Fellows shall have a commitment
to the HAICU initiative, give scientific advice and directions and mentor the HAICU YIGs. This board
is of great importance for HAICU in terms of advertisement and having honorable representatives for
HAICU. The Circle of Fellows shall be established jointly by HAICU Central and HAICU Locals. Thereby
the Circle of Fellows strengthens the HAICU network and helps to disseminate HAICU’s developments
and methods.
In later stages, a Board of Trustees might be integrated into the governance for steady advice for strategic
development with respect to industrial and societal impact. Members of the Board of Trustees might be
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invited by HAICU Central and HAICU Locals. It could help HAICU to generate output for technology transfer
Figure
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Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the integration of HAICU into the Helmholtz Association. The platform is integrated into
the operational and disciplinary authority of the Helmholtz Centers that host HAICU Central and HAICU Locals (not shown in
the illustration).
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7		Finances
We propose the following financing for an excellent HAICU structure under full capacity:
The total costs for HAICU will be 11.36 M €/a at full capacity, wherefrom costs for HAICU Central will be
4.00 M €/a and costs for HAICU Local will be 4.36 M €/a. For Helmholtz-wide projects 2.70 M€/a is foreseen
plus 300 k€/a for HAICU events.
The costs will be divided into two parts and separated into static costs (for HAICU Central and Local HAICU
YIGs and HLSTs, respectively) and dynamic costs (including vouchers and projects). Static costs amount to
a sum of 8.66 M €/a at full capacity, with personnel costs of 7.54 M €/a and material costs of 1.12 k €/a.
Dynamic costs will account for 2.7 M €/a.
Table 1 summarizes all costs. Further details are given in section 9.5.
Aggregated cost representation according to the formal specification of the Head Office
Table 1:
of the Helmholtz Association. It shows the expected costs per year for the fully established platform,
broken down into personnel (with overhead) and material costs (both basic funded) and project costs
(IVF-funded). Estimates of the working group underlying this presentation are found in Section 9.5.

Haicu Fincances
platform part
field of engagement
cost type
HAICU central
Management, Controlling, etc.
nonpersonnel costs
personnel costs
Scientific Coordination
nonpersonnel costs
personnel costs
Core Team
nonpersonnel costs
personnel costs
High Level Support Team
nonpersonnel costs
personnel costs
sum
HAICU Local (5 units)
Core Teams
nonpersonnel costs
personnel costs
High Level Support Teams
nonpersonnel costs
personnel costs
sum
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costs p.a. in k€

69
274
98
350
262
1,982
90
874
3,999

75
1,875
225
2,184
4,359

Finances

HAICU projects & vouchers
HAICU Voucher System
Project Funds
HAICU Projects
Project Funds
sum
Events
HAICU events
nonpersonnel costs
sum
total p.a.
thereof:
nonpersonnel costs (basic funding)
personnel costs (basic funding)
project funds (IVF funding)

700
2,000
2,700

300
300
11,358
1,119
7,539
2,700

More accurate separation between HAICU Central and HAICU Local will be explained in the next sections.
Costs for HAICU Central of 4.0 M€/a are divided into personnel costs which account for 3.5 M€/a and
material costs in the range of 500 k€/a.
Personnel keys for HAICU Central are proposed as follows:
•• HAICU Central: 38 FTEs
•• management: 7 FTEs
•• 2 senior research groups (5 FTEs each)
•• 3 junior research groups (3 FTEs each)
•• 10 HLST members
•• guest professorship program: 2 FTEs floating
300k€/a are planned for invitation, outreach and meetings.

Costs for HAICU Local will be 4.36 M€/a. In detail, these costs are divided into personnel costs which account
for 4.06 M€/a (including overhead) and material costs in the range of 300 k€/a.
Personnel keys and project financing for HAICU Local are proposed as follows:
•• HAICU Local: 40 FTEs
•• 5 HLSTs (5 FTEs each)
•• 5 HAICU YIGs (3 FTEs each)
2.70 M€/a shall be used for vouchers and projects
•• 700k €/a voucher system
•• 2.0 M €/a for scientific project calls (including testing /investment of innovative hardware)
An overview of the resource allocation will be given in Figure 6.
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HAICU Resource Allocation

8		Future Perspective and Future Use Cases
With the establishment of HAICU, the Helmholtz Association aims to bring the excellent expertise in Helmholtz
Centers and programs together and to achieve a pioneering role and international competitive leadership position
in the field of applied AI in Germany. The international visibility of the Helmholtz Association will increase, as we
plan large international cooperations with nationally and internationally distinguished experts. Following successful implementation of the HAICU structure and first project calls, universities, other research institutions,
and industry will be involved in projects in the next step. Furthermore, through corporations, we will drive
forward technology transfer and envisage to create spin-offs.
Throughout continuous discussion with researchers from all Helmholtz Centers, the following potential future
use cases were identified, exemplarily:
•• Across different domains, simulations of e.g., physical, chemical, or climate models, depend on a
potentially large number of parameters, while running a suited number of simulations in order to find
the best solution is very time consuming. Identification of best parameter sets using AI methods is thus
beneficial for a broad range of application and research domains. Further, in model-based sciences, e.g.,
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atmospheric modeling, radiation transport, atmospheric chemistry, weather forecast, or the Ocean‘s
biogeochemistry, where observations are taken at distinct model positions, AI methods may help to
adjust the measurement procedure such that best suited positions for those measurements are learned and predicted, respectively. Similarly, AI methods might be used for the automatic quality control
of measurement data and its control parameters. Up to now this is done manually by experts, often as
a post-processing step. In case of time critical applications, e.g., offshore measurements, geophysical
measurements in case of natural hazards, or real time applications for particle detector operations, an
online interpretation is essential. Finally, recent developments in DL will allow to exchange the computationally most expensive parts of complex simulation models by ANNs.
•• In order to research the stratospheric impact on surface climate and temperature actual historical data
can be combined with a simulation ensemble output. Therefore, the determination of the most likely
simulation ensemble state is needed. This task might be addressed by connecting experts from climate
and atmospheric simulation and experts for classical density estimation and DL methods.
•• In plasma physics early detection of so-called disruptions is essential in order to ensure the reliable
operation of an experiment. Experimental data on disruptions in large devices are difficult to get, and
therefore disruption studies tend to be limited to comparably small devices. The question here is whether an AI model can be trained on existing limited data about disruptions (on cheap devices) and can be
used for forecasting on very expensive devices. Further, additionally to the limited training data, there
is even not enough understanding on disruption to build a model for simulating training data. This task
can be referred to as an example for extreme transfer learning and requires experts both from plasma
physics and fundamental AI methods for transfer learning.
•• In the field of Earth System modeling and Remote Sensing global scale information extraction from multisensor data in near real time, the analysis of spatiotemporal dynamics, and finally, coupling of remote
sensing analysis with modeling and other monitoring methods for more complete process understanding
will be essential in order to deal with applications for multi-hazard analysis, surface characterization, or
surface dynamics analysis, and presumes again transdisciplinary cooperation of domain scientists and
experts in according AI methods.
•• In Retro synthesis, with synthetic chemistry as the key to novel materials, intelligent procedures to
reliably predict the outcome of a reaction or the feasibility of a synthesis to a target molecule do not
exist so far. Here AI methods are needed for the translation of information on reaction data into suitable
models. Such models will allow for the first time to reliably evaluate the synthetic feasibility of target
molecules for an automated evaluation of computationally designed materials or biologically active
molecules. Here a chemist / chemo-informatician and an AI expert will collaborate in order to develop
the necessary chemistry models including the automated curation of the available datasets, on one
hand, and the design of the appropriate DL method and its training on the other hand. Furthermore, in
reaction prediction several ML based methods for structure processing were presented in the past, but
none of them included the most important information for the outcome of chemical reactions and none
of them fulfilled requirements in practice. Here novel models are necessary for fusing conditions like
temperature, yield, and duration and an adaption of models to dependencies in their 3D structure and
physical nature is needed, yielding the transition from virtual datasets to experimental data.
•• Established DL methods for speech and song recognition might be transferred to a broad range of
applications relevant for the Helmholtz Association: in Seismology it can be used for the detection of
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earthquakes, tremors, landslides, and noise classification; in Oceanography anomalous wave patterns
and ship noise can be analyzed; in Biology mammals, e.g., wales could be localized through hydrophone
data; anomaly detection in wind and temperature data, shot and explosion detection in urban areas from
acoustics data, or meteoroid impact detection in atmosphere data are further proposals.

9		 Attachment
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Initialization phase: Work packages and milestones (MS)

MS 1.1: internal workshop at the end of 2018; MS 1.2: first joint workshop between CIFAR and the Helmholtz Association in
January 2019; MS 1.3: website, social media, a chat channel similar to Slack and a video lecture channel implementation until the end of 2018; MS 1.4: seminar series with start in the beginning of 2019; MS 1.5: first international HAICU conference
in summer 2020; MS 1.6: governance establishment latest in early 2019; MS 1.7: scouting of project referees in 2019 and
the beginning of 2020; MS 2.1: call for HAICU Central by the Helmholtz Association‘s Head Office right after concept
evaluation in September 2018; MS 2.2: set up of HAICU´s management until the third quarter of 2019; MS 2.3: research
groups implementation of HAICU Central until the end of 2020; MS 2.4: HLST implementation until the end of 2019;
MS 4.1: call for HAICU Central by the Helmholtz Association‘s Head Office right after concept evaluation in September 2018;
MS 4.2: HLSTs and HAICU YIGs implementation until the end of 2020; MS 6.1: investigation and implementation of voucher
system by the Scientific Coordinators until the end of 2019; MS 6.2: start of voucher system realization; MS 6.3: call for
HAICU pilot projects at the beginning of 2019; MS 6.4: evaluation of HAICU pilot projects after 2 years in 2021
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9.2

Internal and External Environment Analysis

The process for the development of the present concept goes back to the first Helmholtz Incubator Information
& Data Science workshops where first needs in terms of Information and Data Science were defined.
In September 2017, the Helmholtz Assembly of Members decided for the five working groups, among others
HAICU, to develop comprehensive concepts for platforms. In preparation of the 4th Helmholtz Incubator
Information & Data Science meeting in March 2018, a first assessment of existing expertise, needs and requirements have been requested by email and phone calls among all Helmholtz Centers and participating researchers from all research fields. As a result, the first rough concept was presented at the March‘s workshop and
published as whitepaper across the Helmholtz Association.
As already mentioned throughout the paper, rapporteurs, project referees, and members of the whole working
group were collaborating closely during the development of the presented concept, through center visits,
video conferences, physical meetings, and email communication. This enables to provide a broad overview of
existing expertise in the field of AI and the needs the researchers expressed (not necessarily comprehensive),
presented in Section 2.3 and summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
Externally, an intensive research and investigation of existing research centers dealing with Data Science and
Artificial Intelligence and focusing on cooperations of researchers identified institutes that are worth observing:
the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR ) and the Vector Institute Toronto in Canada; the Santa Fe
Institute and the Moore-Sloan Data Science Environment, the MIT Computer Science & Artificial Intelligence
Lab (CSAIL) and Center for Data Science at NYU in New York in the US; the Broad Institute and the Alan Turing
Institute London, partnership of DeepMind, UCL, Oxford and Cambridge, EMBL-EBI (Hinxton) in the UK; the
Institute for Advanced Study IAS of TUM, the Deutsches Forschungszentrum für Künstliche Intelligenz GmbH
(DFKI), the CyberValley of Max Planck Campus Tübingen, and the European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMBL) in Heidelberg in Germany. Recently granted competence centers for AI at Berlin, Dortmund/St. Augustin,
München, and Tübingen will be established now and are funded by the BMBF with €30 million.
From our research we would like to highlight the Whitepaper from The Moore – Sloan Data Science Environments: New York University, UC Berkeley, and the University of Washington (msdse 2017), which describes
in detail their experiences in creating such an environment including their requirements, their efforts to meet
them, pitfalls and solutions.
Inspected research institutes mainly follow joint goals. First of all, they aim on bringing forward research by
educating young researchers and attracting excellent minds to join their groups. They ensure collaboration on
several levels of interaction.
For educating young researchers they partially define own study programs and offer seminar and lecture
series, summer/fall schools. In order to attract excellent minds, they define hot topic research fields and create
research groups related to these fields, with highly regarded staff, which are internationally visible. They offer
mentoring programs through well-known fellows and ‘smooth’ conditions for working. In order to ensure collaboration, they organize workshops and conferences and visiting researchers programs. Further, for the sake of
technology transfer they ensure cooperations between science and industry. All of them have very close links
to universities. Further, all of them have a high visibility through webpages and social media in order to gain
interest from potential new members or collaboration partners. Their leadership is mostly organized on several
levels, having a board of directors, a board of trustees, a scientific advisory board, and a number of fellows.
Usually they have one or two directors, either as full time and permanent positions or as double affiliation,
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i.e., with a professorship at a university. The board of trustees typically consists of representatives from
politics, industry, science, and media and is responsible for a steady advice for strategic development. The
scientific advisory board typically consists of a number of honorable scientists and is responsible for a steady
input for scientific directions and ensures links to institutes all over the world. Fellows on the one hand serve
as mentors for young as well as senior researchers, therefore attract excellent minds, and on the other hand
may profit by themselves from the title.
What we gain from these examples is a broad experience in the setup and organization of data analysis and
AI research institutes, respectively. However, we realize that hardly any nationally or internationally unifying
concept/institution exists on a large-scale level; institutions are mostly method-focused or on a comparatively
narrow application area, and mostly locally concentrated. We do not identify a unifying research organization
across a broad range of research fields as the one the Helmholtz Association does.
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HZI (Weimann et al. 2016;
Patil et al. 2011; Asgari et al.
2018), DZNE,
UFZ (Victor de Araujo Oliveira
et al. 2016), FZJ (Lu et al.
2012),
HMGU (Haghverdi et al. 2016)
FZJ (Jannusch et al.
2017; Varikuti et al.
2018)

DLR (Auer et al.
2017)

KIT, GEOMAR, DLR
(Datcu et al. 2003)

KIT (Schlitter et al. 2013;
Schüller and Benz 2018),
FZJ (Krajsek and Scharr
2010; Scharr, Black, and
Haussecker 2003), GEOMAR,
DESY, DLR,
HMGU (Theis 2006),
DKFZ (Heim et al. 2017),
MDC (Lee et al. 2017)

FZJ (Lefort-Besnard et al.
2018; Nostro et al. 2018),
HMGU (Viader-Llargués et
al. 2018),
DKFZ (Neher et al. 2017)

Simulation

Data Mining

Classical ML

AI competences at Helmholtz with relevant high impact publications

ML Fundamentals

Table 1:

FZJ (Amunts et
al. 2013)

HMGU

DLR ( Zhu et al.
2016; Wang et
al. 2016),
DKFZ (Koch et
al. 2013)

Model-based
Approaches

DKFZ (Kirchner et al.
2018; Wirkert et al.
2016)

HMGU

HMGU, DKFZ (Buettner et al. 2017)

GEOMAR, DLR

Coupling modelbased (Simulation)
and data-driven
Approaches

Attachment
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GFZ

HZDR, IPP, DESY
(Erdmann et al. 2018; CMS
Collaboration 2018)

Space Physics

Particle and
Astroparticle-,
Plasma-,
Accelerator Physics
AWI, DLR, HZG
(Staneva et al. 2016)
KIT, GFZ, HZG, AWI, DLR

Climate Modeling /
Atmosphere

HZDR, IPP, DESY
(ATLAS Collaboration 2018;
Belle Collaboration 2017)

Earth System
Modelling

KIT, GFZ

DESY (Yang et al. 2018)

Photon Science / Xray Tomography
GFZ (Zhelavskaya et al. 2017)

KIT (Smith et al. 2017)

KIT, HZG

Materials

HZDR, HZI, MDC
(Calviello et al. 2016;
Mukherjee et al. 2017;
Lippert et al. 2017),
DKFZ (Fusi et al. 2014)

HMGU

MDC (Telenti et al. 2018),
DKFZ (Angermueller et al.
2016)

Classical ML

Drug Research

(Bio) Medical
Research

Deep Learning

Simulation

GEOMAR, HZG

GEOMAR, HZG

HMGU

HZG, AWI, DLR,
GEOMAR

AWI, KIT, DLR,
GEOMAR, HZG

HZB, HZDR, IPP,
DESY

GFZ (Camporeale
et al. 2016)

HZB

HZB, KIT, HZG

FZJ (Casasnovas et
al. 2017; Sena et
al. 2017; Weichselbaum et al. 2017)

HMGU
MDC (Schwarz et al.
2014, 2015; Turajlic et
al. 2018),
HZDR, HMGU, HZI,
DKFZ
(Oakes et al. 2016;
Gröbner et al. 2018;
Northcott et al. 2017)

Data Mining

HZG, AWI,
GEOMAR

GFZ, KIT, DLR,
AWI, GEOMAR,
HZG

HZB, HZDR,
IPP, DESY

GFZ

HZB

GEOMAR, HZG

GEOMAR, HZG

DESY

GFZ (Shprits et al.
2013)

HZG, KIT

HMGU
(Dawidowski et al.
2017)

HMGU

HZB, KIT

HMGU

Coupling modelbased (Simulation)
and data-driven
Approaches

HMGU

Model-based
Approaches

Helmholtz Artifical Intelligence Cooperation Unit (HAICU)

FZJ (Giuffrida et al. 2017)

UFZ, GEOMAR

KIT, HMGU (Mishra et al.
2016; Buggenthin et al. 2017)

FZJ

KIT, GEOMAR, GFZ, DLR
(Marmanis et al. 2016;
Babaee et al. 2016;
Mou et al. 2017)

Plant Science

Biodiversity

Microscopy

3D Reconstruction

Remote Sensing

GEOMAR (Koszalka et al.
GEOMAR
2011), HZG (Wahle et al. 2015)

Oceanography

GEOMAR

GEOMAR, UFZ, DLR

KIT, GEOMAR, GFZ
(Steinberg et al. 2016;
Neumann et al. 2015),
FZJ (Cavallaro et al. 2015;
Memon et al. 2017),
DLR (Babaee et al. 2016)
GEOMAR, DLR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

HMGU

KIT, MDC
(Karaiskos et al. 2017)

KIT (Ulman et al. 2017),
MDC (Hörl et al. 2018)

AWI, GEOMAR

HMGU

HMGU

HMGU, HZI, DKFZ
(Werner et al. 2015)

GEOMAR
(Kriest et al. 2017)

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

KIT, GFZ

UFZ, GFZ,
GEOMAR

GEOMAR

Simulation

GFZ
(Köthur et al. 2014)

GEOMAR

Data Mining

Robotics

GEOMAR

KIT, UFZ, GFZ

(Organic)
Chemistry

KIT (Mikut et al. 2016),
UFZ, GFZ

UFZ, GEOMAR, DKFZ,
HZI (Gregor et al. 2016),
DZNE (Alioto et al. 2015),
UFZ (Hertel et al. 2014),
HMGU, MDC (Mukherjee et
al. 2017; Hafez et al. 2017)

UFZ, GEOMAR, DKFZ, HZI,
DZNE, HMGU, FZJ

Biology /
Bioinformatics

GFZ, GEOMAR (Peukert et al.
2018; Alevizos et al. 2018)
UFZ, GEOMAR, GFZ
(Bauer et al. 2012)

GFZ

Classical ML

Geophysics

Geology

Deep Learning

GEOMAR, HZG

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

HMGU

HMGU

GFZ, GEOMAR

Model-based
Approaches

GEOMAR, HZG

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

HMGU

HMGU

GEOMAR

Coupling modelbased (Simulation)
and data-driven
Approaches
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Table 2:

Methodological Needs
DL

Explainable AI

Including Prior
Knowledge, Model
vs. Data-driven

Uncertainty
Quantification

ML Fundamentals

HMGU, DLR, DKFZ, DESY,
FZJ, IPP

HMGU, DLR, DKFZ,
GEOMAR, DESY, FZJ

HMGU, DKFZ, DLR,
GEOMAR, DESY, FZJ, IPP

HMGU, KIT, DKFZ, DLR,
GEOMAR, DESY, FZJ, IPP

Genomics,
Transcriptomics

MDC, GEOMAR, DKFZ

DKFZ, GEOMAR

DKFZ, GEOMAR

DKFZ, GEOMAR

Neuroscience

DKFZ, FZJ

DKFZ, FZJ

DKFZ, FZJ

DKFZ, FZJ

Image Analysis

HMGU, DKFZ, GEOMAR,
FZJ, HZG, IPP

HMGU, DKFZ, GEOMAR,
FZJ, HZG

HMGU, DKFZ, GEOMAR,
FZJ, HZG

HMGU, DKFZ, GEOMAR,
FZJ, HZG, IPP

(Bio) Medical
Research

MDC, DKFZ, FZJ

DKFZ

DKFZ

DKFZ

Drug Research

MDC, HMGU, HZI, DKFZ,
DZNE, GEOMAR

MDC, HMGU, HZI, DKFZ,
DZNE, GEOMAR

MDC, HMGU, HZI, DKFZ,
DZNE

MDC, HMGU, HZI, DKFZ,
DZNE, GEOMAR

Materials

HZB, HZG,
GEOMAR, FZJ

GEOMAR, HZG

HZB, KIT, HZG

HZG, GEOMAR, FZJ

Photon Science /
X-ray Tomography

HZB, DLR, HZB

DLR

HZB, DLR, HZB

DLR

Space Physics

GFZ

GFZ

Particle-, Plasma-,
Accelerator Physics

HZB, HZDR, IPP

IPP

HZB, HZDR, IPP

Earth System
Modeling

GEOMAR , HZG, FZJ

AWI, GFZ,
GEOMAR, HZG, FZJ

GEOMAR, HZG

GEOMAR, HZG

Climate Modeling /
Atmosphere

GFZ, GEOMAR, HZG, FZJ

GFZ, AWI, GFZ, GEOMAR,
HZG, FZJ

GEOMAR, HZG

HZG, GEOMAR

Geology

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

Geophysics

UFZ, GFZ, GEOMAR

UFZ, GFZ, GEOMAR

UFZ, GEOMAR

UFZ, GEOMAR

Seismology

GFZ

GFZ

GFZ

Biology /
Bioinformatics

DKFZ,
GEOMAR, HZG

DKFZ,
GEOMAR, HZG

DKFZ,
GEOMAR, HZG

(Organic) Chemistry

KIT

KIT, GFZ

Biodiversity

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

Microscopy

KIT, FZJ

FZJ

FZJ

FZJ

3D Reconstruction

GEOMAR, FZJ, HZG

FZJ

GEOMAR, FZJ, HZG

GEOMAR, FZJ, HZG

Remote Sensing

GFZ, GEOMAR, DLR, FZJ,
HZG

GFZ, DLR, GEOMAR, FZJ,
HZG

GEOMAR, DLR, FZJ, HZG

GEOMAR, DLR, FZJ, HZG

Robotics

GEOMAR, DLR

GEOMAR, DLR

GEOMAR, DLR

GEOMAR, DLR

Oceanography

GEOMAR, DLR, HZG

GEOMAR, DLR, HZG

GEOMAR, DLR, HZG

GEOMAR, DLR, HZG
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Scalable and Distributed
ML and DL in Extremescale Computing

Quality Control / Real
Time Parameter Tuning

Time Series Analysis

Data Fusion

Efficient Learning
Strategies / Learning
from Sparse Data

KIT, DKFZ, DLR, GEOMAR,
DESY, FZJ, IPP

DKFZ, DLR, GEOMAR,
DESY, FZJ

HMGU, DKFZ, DLR, GEOMAR, DESY, FZJ, IPP

DKFZ, DLR, GEOMAR,
DESY, FZJ, IPP

DKFZ, DLR, GEOMAR,
DESY, FZJ, IPP

FZJ, DKFZ, GEOMAR

DKFZ

DKFZ

DKFZ

DKFZ, FZJ

FZJ, DKFZ

DKFZ

DKFZ

DKFZ, FZJ

DKFZ, FZJ

HMGU, DKFZ, GEOMAR,
FZJ, HZG, IPP

HMGU, DKFZ, GEOMAR,
HZG

HMGU, DKFZ, GEOMAR,
HZG

HMGU, DKFZ, GEOMAR,
FZJ, HZG

HMGU, DKFZ, FZJ, GEOMAR, HZG, IPP

DKFZ

DKFZ

DKFZ

DKFZ

DKFZ, FZJ

MDC, HMGU, HZI, DKFZ,
DZNE, FZJ

MDC, HMGU, HZI, DKFZ,
DZNE

FZJ,MDC, HMGU, HZI,
DKFZ, DZNE

MDC, HMGU, HZI, DKFZ,
DZNE

MDC, HMGU, HZI, DKFZ,
DZNE, FZJ

HZB, KIT

HZG

HZB

FZJ

HZB

DLR

DLR

DLR

FZJ

GFZ

IPP
GFZ, KIT, DLR, AWI,
GEOMAR, HZG, FZJ

GEOMAR, HZG

GEOMAR, HZG

DLR, GEOMAR, HZG

GEOMAR, HZG, FZJ

HZG, AWI, DLR,
GEOMAR, FZJ

GEOMAR, HZG

GFZ, GEOMAR, HZG

GFZ, DLR, GEOMAR, HZG

GFZ, GEOMAR, HZG, FZJ

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

DKFZ,
GEOMAR, HZG

DKFZ,
GEOMAR, HZG

DKFZ,
GEOMAR, HZG

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR

GEOMAR
DKFZ,
GEOMAR, HZG

DKFZ,
GEOMAR, HZG

FZJ

FZJ

FZJ

FZJ

FZJ

FZJ

GEOMAR, FZJ, HZG

GEOMAR, HZG

GEOMAR, FZJ, HZG

GEOMAR, FZJ, HZG

DLR, GFZ, DLR, FZJ, HZG

GEOMAR, DLR, FZJ, HZG

GFZ, GEOMAR, DLR, FZJ,
HZG

GFZ, DLR, GEOMAR, FZJ,
HZG

GFZ, DLR, GEOMAR, FZJ,
HZG

DLR

GEOMAR, DLR

GEOMAR, DLR

GEOMAR, DLR

GEOMAR, DLR

GEOMAR, DLR, HZG

GEOMAR, DLR, HZG

GEOMAR, DLR, HZG

GEOMAR, DLR, HZG

GEOMAR, DLR, HZG
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9.3	SWOT Analysis
For the SWOT analysis we defined our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and risks in internal discussions
Figure
8:
and
meetings
and during our Helmholtz Center visits, summarized in Figure 8.
Strengths
1. Helmholtz Association and German-wide initiative to
strengthen AI
2. Institutionalization of the collaboration between
Helmholtz Centers
3. Enables cross-domain research and application,
developing common, basic methodologies
4. Makes use of unique, high-quality and large data sets
5. Service and research under one roof

Weaknesses
1. Increases coordination and communication necessary
to link local and central units
2. New efforts necessary to coordinate
3. Heterogeneous data sets in terms of quality,
accessibility, format, etc.
4. High requirements to experts with the need to
oversee a large area (in particular HLSTs)
5. Local and Central parts are supported in different ways

HAICU
Opportunities
1. Achieve a leadership position at the international level; new
partnerships to be expected in Germany and worldwide
2. Overcomes isolated efforts and creates a critical mass
in AI
3. Creates synergies between research topics from different
domains
4. Scientific breakthroughs feasible
5. High international visibility of HAICU and Helmholtz
Association

Figure 8:

9.4

Risks
1. Efforts perhaps not big enough and too late
2. Collaboration between different centers on overarching
topics is not successful
3. Infrastructure for exchange and analysis of large-scale
data including legal and ethical requirements not
available
4. Not enough qualified personal and junior staff available
5. Some centers may not benefit

SWOT Analysis

Cooperation with other Helmholtz Incubator Information &
Data Science Activities

HAICU will maintain explicit links to other Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science activities, in order
to contribute to the success of the Helmholtz Incubator Information & Data Science as a whole.
First of all, knowledge transfer and educating young researchers is closely linked to HIDA. HAICU will ensure
training of young researchers by tutorials, training schools and summer schools on specific fundamental
topics or on specific topics requested by the Helmholtz researchers. Furthermore, complementary courses for
all HAICU researchers will be offered. Cooperation with HIDA has to be twofold: (1) HIDA coordinates all data
science training offers within the Helmholtz Association, thus avoiding redundant offers. (2) HAICU courses,
tutorials, training schools and summer schools will be announced to HIDA for forwarding the according information to all Helmholtz Centers. This way HAICU directly participates in HIDA by providing educational material and trainers. In terms of education HAICU also has strong connections to the actually planned Helmholtz
Information & Data Science Schools (HIDSS). However, coordinating evolving educational offers is addressed
by HIDA. It will turn out whether professors appointed for one of the HAICU research groups can join as
principal investigator (PI) in one of the Data Science Graduate Schools.
HAICU naturally is linked to HMC, HIP, and HIFIS. Cooperation with HMC will allow to gather information about
data at one place and to ensure data to be searchable by appropriate metadata. HIFIS is expected to provide
possibilities to access these data in a fast, secure and easy way and further to allow bringing AI algorithms to
the data instead of vice versa. Further HIFIS is expected to provide access to tools that allow for collaborative
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work in terms of communication, sharing data and working as a team from different locations, simultaneously
on same code or text documents. HIP is expected to be a driver for generating unique and interesting data.

9.5

Detailed Financial Plan

The total costs for HAICU will be 11.36 M €/a at full capacity, wherefrom costs for HAICU Central will be
4.00 M €/a and costs for HAICU Local will be 4.36 M €/a. For Helmholtz-wide projects 2.70 M€/a is foreseen
plus 300 k€/a for HAICU events.
The costs will be divided into two parts and separated into static costs (for HAICU Central and Local HAICU
YIGs and HLSTs, respectively) and dynamic costs (including vouchers and projects). Static costs amount to a
sum of 8.66 M €/a at full capacity, with personnel costs of 7.54 M €/a and material costs of 1.12 k €/a. Dynamic
costs will account for 2.7 M €/a.
The detailed breakdown is given at Table 3.
All personnel costs are standardized to personnel funds of the DFG for the year 2018:
•• W3 professorship: 101.100 €/a
•• W2 group leader E14-15: 83.400 €/a
•• Researcher/scientific employee, PostDoc E13-14: 69.900 €/a
•• PhD student E13-14: 64.500 €/a
•• Non-scientific employee E2-E9: 48.000 €/a
The standard DFG overhead key of 25% was applied.
Selected explanations to specific lines of the financial plan
•• line 12 / line 29:
Experts at HAICU’s HLSTs are supposed to stay up to date with the rapidly changing field of AI. Therefore, not only researchers but also HLST experts will visit international conferences to identify current
trends in AI.
•• line 14:
HAICU Central will regularly organize events for public relations and outreach, see Section 4.2.
Further, HAICU Central’s Scientific Coordinators are also supposed to visit international conferences for
scouting renowned experts in the field and to stay up to date with current trends in AI.
•• line 17:
HAICU will provide a visiting researchers program as well as a program for guest professors, see
Section 4.2. Therefore, funding will be provided for travelling and accommodation. Members of HAICU
Governance boards will get allowance. Further corresponding social events, e.g., joint dinners,
require financial resources. The same hold for expense allowance for invited guests that give talks,
and corresponding social events.
•• line 32-36:
HAICU YIGs, see Section 4.1, are structured as Helmholtz YIG. Therefore, their funding is equivalent.
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•• line 43:
Based on intensive discussions and visits, we are able to provide an estimate of how many voucher
requests HAICU deals with. The number of HLST experts that are intended at HAICU Central and
HAICU Local (35 FTE in total, 10 FTE at line 17 and 5 FTE in lines 37-41 each) fit the expected number
of requests.
Examples for vouchers are:
•• a PhD Student visits HAICU Central for two weeks in order to receive support on a specific question.
•• two HLST experts visit a Helmholtz Center to support its researchers in a specific practical or theoretical
research task or to provide training on specific AI methods.
•• a PhD student moves to HAICU Central for 6 months in order to gain practical and theoretical
expertise in a specific research task, advised by HAICU Central´s HLST experts and researchers.
Thereby he/she gets to know young researchers from other research fields, their research questions
and expertise. This way such lab rotations may act as a seed for new transdisciplinary projects.
Additionally, to personal expenses each voucher requires additional financial expense, e.g., for travelling
(PhD traveling to HAICU Central, HLST travelling to the Center), accommodation and daily allowance.
Estimating these expenses w.r.t. the number of expected voucher requested, yield the financial needs
given at line 60.
•• line 44:
A project with two PhD positions amounts to 135,000 €/a, if personal costs are requested solely. Thus,
up to 14 of those projects might be funded per year. But within this item, additionally investments for
tests and usage of innovative hardware are considered. As example we refer to recent developments in
the fields of quantum computing or neuromorphic computing. If reasonable and according test settings
will be available, they can be taken into account. As more recent example for such financial request
we refer to the current need for powerful, i.e., HPC technology, but at the same time small hardware
solutions, independently of internet connections, e.g., for offshore applications at GEOMAR, AWI or HZG.
Further, researchers new in the field of ML, especially DL, might request a small GPU cluster for their
first cases. Thus, HAICU´s project funding again allows for most flexible application for projects in terms
of personnel or equipment.
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53

total sum per year
thereof personnel costs
thereof materials/projects
total costs per year with overhead

total sum per year
thereof personnel costs
thereof materials/projects
total costs per year with overhead

cost rate personnel

HAICU Central and HAICU Local: Static costs

HAICU complete costs

employee
W3 professorship
W2 group leader E14-15
researcher/scientific employee, PostDoc: E13-14
PhD student: E13-14

50
51
52
53

54
55
56
57

101.100
83.400
69.900
64.500

total sum per year
thereof personnel costs
thereof materials/projects
total costs per year with overhead

total sum per year

HAICU Local complete
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46
47
48
49

voucher system
scientific project calls (including
test/invest of innovative hardware)

projects

total sum per year
thereof personnel costs
thereof materials/projects
overhead, 25 % of personnel costs
total sum with overhead

36

36

16

16

5.727.400
2.762.400
2.965.000
6.418.000

3.447.400
2.762.400
685.000
4.138.000

3.699.000
1.299.000
2.400.000
4.023.750

2.280.000

2.000.000

280.000

1.419.000
1.299.000
120.000
324.750
1.743.750

300.000
300.000

58

58

29

29

3
3
3

7.932.100
4.421.100
3.511.000
9.037.375

5.372.100
4.421.100
951.000
6.477.375

5.092.500
2.298.000
2.794.500
5.667.000

2.560.000

2.000.000

560.000

2.532.500
2.298.000
234.500
574.500
3.107.000

300.000
300.000
300.000

60.000

3
3

30.000

Research Group 1
Research Group 2
Research Group 3
Research Group 4
Research Group 5

costs of materials and supplies (3.000 € per FTE)

349.500
349.500
349.500
349.500
60.000

5
5
5
5

114.500

349.500
349.500

60.000

5
5

30.000

researcher/scientific employee
researcher/scientific employee
researcher/scientific employee
researcher/scientific employee
researcher/scientific employee

2.839.600
2.123.100
716.500
530.775
3.370.375

software licenses

personnel costs

29

travel costs (15.000 € per HLST group)

Young Investigator Group Program

HLST 1
HLST 2
HLST 3
HLST 4
HLST 5

2.028.400
1.463.400
565.000
365.850
2.394.250

100.000

50.000

expense allowance (different boards, guest professor ship etc.)
20

114.500

80.000

software licenses

total sum per year
thereof personnel costs
thereof materials/projects
overhead, 25 % of personnel costs
total sum with overhead

87.000

HAICU Central complete

300.000

60.000

115.000

699.000

265.800
265.800

101.100
69.900
48.000
279.600
393.900

300.000

1
10

3
3

1
1
1
4
5

in €

costs of materials and supplies (3.000 € per FTE)

699.000

265.800

101.100
69.900
48.000
279.600

year 2
in FTE

75.000

10

3

1
1
1
4

in €

initialization

outreach, invitations, conferences, recruiting
yearly costs

Scientific Director
Financial Manager
Secretary
Scientific Coordinators
Senior Research Group 1
Senior Research Group 2
Junior Research Group 1
Junior Research Group 2
Junior Research Group 3
guest professor (costs in expense
allowance; 25.000 € each)
10 researcher/scientific employee

year 1
in FTE

travel costs (5.000 € per FTE management (excluding secretary), 20.000 € per senior research
group, 15.000 € per junior research group , 5.000 € per FTE guest professor, 30.000 € per HLST
group)

Guest professorship program
High Level Support Team

Research

Management

personnel costs

44

42
43

37
38
39
40
41

32
33
34
35
36

31

30

29

23
24
25
26
27
28

18
19
20
21
22

17

16

15

13
14

12

10
11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

HAICU Central

HAICU Local

Detailed Financial Plan for HAICU Central and Local

78

78

40

40

3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5

38

2
10

1
1
1
4
5
5
3
3
3

100.000

150.000

114.000

300.000

155.000

699.000

101.100
69.900
48.000
279.600
393.900
393.900
265.800
265.800
265.800

in €

9.849.300
6.030.300
3.819.000
11.356.875

7.149.300
6.030.300
1.119.000
8.656.875

6.247.500
3.247.500
3.000.000
7.059.375

2.700.000

2.000.000

700.000

3.547.500
3.247.500
300.000
811.875
4.359.375

300.000
300.000
300.000
300.000
300.000

75.000

150.000

75.000

349.500
349.500
349.500
349.500
349.500

3.601.800
2.782.800
819.000
695.700
4.297.500

year 3
in FTE

78

78

40

40

3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5

38

2
10

1
1
1
4
5
5
3
3
3

100.000

150.000

114.000

300.000

155.000

699.000

101.100
69.900
48.000
279.600
393.900
393.900
265.800
265.800
265.800

in €

9.849.300
6.030.300
3.819.000
11.356.875

7.149.300
6.030.300
1.119.000
8.656.875

6.247.500
3.247.500
3.000.000
7.059.375

2.700.000

2.000.000

700.000

3.547.500
3.247.500
300.000
811.875
4.359.375

300.000
300.000
300.000
300.000
300.000

75.000

150.000

75.000

349.500
349.500
349.500
349.500
349.500

3.601.800
2.782.800
819.000
695.700
4.297.500

year 4
in FTE

78

78

40

40

3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5

38

2
10

1
1
1
4
5
5
3
3
3

in €

9.849.300
6.030.300
3.819.000
11.356.875

7.149.300
6.030.300
1.119.000
8.656.875

6.247.500
3.247.500
3.000.000
7.059.375

2.700.000

2.000.000

700.000

3.547.500
3.247.500
300.000
811.875
4.359.375

300.000
300.000
300.000
300.000
300.000

75.000

150.000

75.000

349.500
349.500
349.500
349.500
349.500

3.601.800
2.782.800
819.000
695.700
4.297.500

100.000

150.000

114.000

300.000

155.000

699.000

101.100
69.900
48.000
279.600
393.900
393.900
265.800
265.800
265.800

full capacity
year 5
in FTE

78

78

40

40

3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5

38

2
10

1
1
1
4
5
5
3
3
3

100.000

150.000

114.000

300.000

155.000

699.000

101.100
69.900
48.000
279.600
393.900
393.900
265.800
265.800
265.800

in €

9.849.300
6.030.300
3.819.000
11.356.875

7.149.300
6.030.300
1.119.000
8.656.875

6.247.500
3.247.500
3.000.000
7.059.375

2.700.000

2.000.000

700.000

3.547.500
3.247.500
300.000
811.875
4.359.375

300.000
300.000
300.000
300.000
300.000

75.000

150.000

75.000

349.500
349.500
349.500
349.500
349.500

3.601.800
2.782.800
819.000
695.700
4.297.500

year 6
in FTE

78

78

40

40

3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5

38

2
10

1
1
1
4
5
5
3
3
3

100.000

150.000

114.000

300.000

155.000

699.000

101.100
69.900
48.000
279.600
393.900
393.900
265.800
265.800
265.800

in €

9.849.300
6.030.300
3.819.000
11.356.875

7.149.300
6.030.300
1.119.000
8.656.875

6.247.500
3.247.500
3.000.000
7.059.375

2.700.000

2.000.000

700.000

3.547.500
3.247.500
300.000
811.875
4.359.375

300.000
300.000
300.000
300.000
300.000

75.000

150.000

75.000

349.500
349.500
349.500
349.500
349.500

3.601.800
2.782.800
819.000
695.700
4.297.500

year 7
in FTE

HAICU static costs
HAICU
dynamic
costs

Table 3:
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